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Texel’s waste metabolic flow inevitably led me in the direction of the
origin of materials and their relationship with landscape and geology.
Practically, every material we make use of has come from the ground, be
it from the surface or from within. And with dealing with these materials,
either by growing them or extracting them we change the topography
and surface of the planet. Material and landscape are the two states of the
same. Their relationship became increasingly more complex when man
began to intervene. Currently, researchers debate about the emergence
of a new geologic epoch, namely the Anthropocene 1. In geology, time
scale has a large span and by definition a new epoch is recognized by
distinctive features of the rock formation caused by large scale geologic
or biologic events. There are several proposed dates for the beginning
of the Anthropocene epoch – the most prominent is in the middle of
20 th century, because it set the start of the use of atomic energy. Other
possible start dates are with the industrial revolution in 1800 and in some
areas with the rise of agriculture. I believe that setting the date at mid
20 th century is the most relevant starting point. The synthesis of atomic
energy in combination with the wide emergence of synthesized polymer
materials. In a cultural sense these two events mark our harnessing of
energy and material through processes we have invented and control at a
global scale.
The Anthropocene era us upon us. We are a geologic force. We became
one through technology. Technology we developed through our
exploration and understanding of the material. The invention of plastic
marked a new height - we no longer needed to rely on the materials
produced by nature’s geologic forces. We could now synthesize our own
materials with any properties we necessitated. With time we became so
good at that that we developed compounds that could take thousands
of years to decompose. These polymers are nowadays an essential
building block of our daily lives. We have adapted and progressed with
our invention. This does not hold true for nature. There our wondrous
material poses a threat. But that is only when treated carelessly. A material
of such durability and inertness cannot be taken lightly.
1
The term Anthropocene refers to the geologic epoch of man, which signifies
the strata of rock formation, where human impact is visible. The term was popularized
by Nobel Prize winner Paul Crutzen in 2000.
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What are we doing with our plastic today? Polymer science is constantly
forming new, conditionally degradable for instance, materials. Soon the
currently mass-produced plastics will be long forgotten by man, but
they will still exist, poisoning or just floating eternally. 8 % of global oil
extraction sustains the polymer industry. Due to their complexity not all
polymers are recyclable or recoverable. Most often plastics are incinerated.
Good old school metabolism: turning matter into energy. Plastics’
durability seems to be both a blessing and a curse. Are we asking ourselves
the right questions when we’re making decisions about how to handle our
plastic waste? Well, how does nature handle its durable materials? They
become a substrate for a habitat, and habitats become landscapes. These
landscapes then once subjected to the ruthless geologic forces of time
become new materials. Materials that we now extract and use. Because
of its durability plastic can be employed in a similar manner to guide the
development of growing landscapes.
What will the Anthropocene layer look like in a thousand years? Will it
mark the large-scale extinction of species? Or will it mark the beginning
of man constructing and contributing to the land and nature as opposed
to extracting and dumping. In this project I have envisioned the
Anthropocene. The choice of plastics, as the waste stream that would
be addressed, is motivated in that the polymers are a material we have
created thus within our capacity of a geologic force it is logical that we
provide a mechanism for its return to the landscape in a constructive way.
This project elaborates the concept of using plastic waste as the source
material for the production of sedimentation structures that would
encourage the accretion of sand and silt along the Wadden coast of Texel.
Catalysing a new metabolic exchange on the island – between waste and
landscape. The artefact that would realize that is seen as the practical
maker of the connection – the new node. And also as this landscapeconstructing project is inspired by the concept of the Anthropocene it
aims to propose an alternative way in which plastic can take part in that
geologic layer. The architecture also has the ambition to tell the story of
that metabolism in two ways, a universal one that may be ‘read’ even after
the process has terminated, and a contemporary one, which informs about
and displays the process.
6

As it is a machine that ultimately builds landscape, exploring the
typological category of the building and its implications adds another
facet to the vision for the Anthropocene. It is essentially, comparable to
the opposite of a quarry, because the material (plastic waste) originates
in a myriad of locations, which when passing through Texel is captured
and channelled into one location where it is embedded and redefines the
surface. To the best of my knowledge this typological sub-category is yet
to be explored, and considering the Anthropocene and its implications
might become one of the techniques to handle waste. In terms of the
production process, this project explores the use locally available materials
at a small scale production for local use. As a machine building it is
primarily a factory, the proposal seeks define a friendlier status of this
typology with regards to the landscape, offering it the possibility to be
appreciated for its actual value as a machine building rather than ‘postmortem’ as a historic artefact.
The building emerges to catalyse a new metabolic node that is conceived
as a step towards constructing the Anthropocene and thus it represents
the geologic status of mankind. It carries the role of conveying that
statement, through its process and its relation to the landscape. Thus,
investigating architecture as a story-telling device through Robert
Venturi’s theory about the Duck and Decorated shed became relevant
and contributed to formulating the language and vocabulary of the
design. In the process I explored what may lie between the two extremes
and have ultimately arrived to a design that could be categorized as
either, depending on the definition one chooses to apply. The likely
categorization is that it is a decorated shed, however this would be wrong
as no additional ornament was applied, and in fact the building in its
form is the ornament. That brings it closer to the definition of a duck,
yet the form, space and structure are directly in service of the program.
This contradiction is caused by the fact that the program of the building
includes both its representational and practical function.

7

Preface
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This project explores the metabolic relationship between waste and
landscape. Texel’s waste metabolism was the starting point, but this is
not a project about waste. In the life-cycle of a product waste is the last
state, when it has lost its functional or appeal value. But that does not
imply that the material it was made of has undergone the same loss. This
is not a project about waste, because in natural and geologic terms waste
does not exist. This is a project about the continuous metabolic cycle of
materials and landscape.
The ongoing discussion of the Anthropocene 1 epoch is at the foundation.
The Geological Society of London has set up an eponymous working
group with the purpose to gather the complete scientific evidence on the
matter and come to a conclusion about the formalization of the term.
Their position on will be presented in late 2016.
Among the arguments for the Anthropocene are the increase in sea
level rise and humanity’s large scale movement of material. Scientists
estimate that the global deliberate annual shift of sediment (material) by
human activity is 57 000 Mt (million tonnes) and in fact exceeds that of
transport by rivers to the oceans (22 000 Mt). (Price, et al., 2011) Some
scientists argue that this shift of weight has an effect on the movement of
tectonic plates.
All materials that we employ in production and use have formed within
the landscape, below or on its surface. The implication of this is that
material and landscape are closely linked and interdependent. The use
of materials is thus defined by a large cycle from extraction, through
manufacture, use and ends at waste disposal. The longevity of polymers,
albeit from organic origin, prevents them from continuing to partake in
the organic cycle of materials. In nature, durable materials accumulate
on the surface and becomes firstly a habitat and with time – a rock.
Following this logic this project envisions the role of polymers in the
formation of the Anthropocene geologic layer.
1		 The term Anthropocene refers to the geologic epoch of man, which
signifies the strata of rock formation, where human impact is visible. The term was
popularized by Nobel Prize winner Paul Crutzen in 2000.
9
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Metabolism
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In its fundamental sense, metabolism is the process of exchange and
transformation of matter between and within systems, resulting in
growth, production of energy, elimination of waste material and so on.
These systems through their interaction form an organism. The island of
Texel may thus be considered an organism and the atlas produced for M3
examines and documents its systems and their metabolic flows. All of the
systems have inputs and outputs and at these points they interact.
Waste is a man-made concept that describes the state of matter that is no
longer useful or valuable to the consumer or the industry. All materials
are of geologic or biologic origin. Before a material becomes waste it
passes through several stages. Firstly, there is the formation in the course
of hundreds and thousands of years under the effect of immense geologic
forces - such are the minerals, metals and fossil fuels. The sequence of
layers form the topography and characteristics of the landscape. These
forces form the landscape, within which man recognizes the materials
that are valuable or useful and thus extracts them. This leads to the
topographic and ecologic change of the land. The extraction of materials
is an endeavour of extensive planning and effort.
An island is essentially an isolated and detached patch of land. The
material metabolism of an island is especially interesting as a case
study because of the implicit limitations. Having geographically
limited material flow provides a firm ground for the exploration of
how man, material and land relate and interact. Texel has inherently
unique material and landscape metabolic flows. I have looked into
each separately in order to gain deeper insight, on one hand how the
production and flow of waste on Texel, on the other – the history and
formation of landscape on Texel.
The following two subchapters introduce in detail the issues and
processes that define Texel’s waste and landscape metabolic flows. Based
on these a concept was formulated about their potential relationship and
interaction.
13

“Nature, which governs the whole will soon change all
things which thou seest, and out of their substance will
make other things, and again other things from the
substance of them, in order that the world may be ever
new”
Marcus Aurelius
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Waste and Materials
The topic of waste emerged as one of particular significance in the system of
material flow. As it is the output of the material flow and it informs about the
island’s use and transfer of materials. Essentially, waste, as a man-made concept,
is all that was recognized as valuable and useful within the landscape. Yet, the
concept of waste as a state/condition of the material seems to contradict that.

An island’s waste flow can inform about the society’s
behavioural, consumption and seasonal patterns, however
the aspect of waste, taken as a starting point is its origin and
journey of transformation. When looking at the categories that
waste comprises of, one can clearly recognize their correlation
with raw materials.
Since January 2015 the municipal and household waste
management and disposal on Texel is delegated by the
municipality to their contractors, i.e. HVC and Tatenhove. The
business and industrial waste is managed privately by the
companies, delegating the collection and disposal to the same
contractors. For the laid out reasons the data taken as the
starting point for this research is the annual statistics of the
HVC depot in Oudeschild. The two major sources of information
were Mr. Piet Bolier, head of municipal waste management, and
Mr. Menno Timmerman, operative manager at HVC Oudeschild.
According to the CBS (Central Bureau of Statistics) the
household waste produced on Texel in 2012 is the equivalent
of 700 kg per capita. This value is among the highest per
municipality in the Netherlands, where in the same year the
15
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nationwide average was 518 kg per capita. According to Mr.
Piet Bolier, Head of the Waste Management Department in the
municipality of Texel, this number is most likely influenced by
the demographic and economic structure, i.e. being a tourist
island with seasonal fluctuations of the population. Further on,
he asserted that the annual amount of tourist overnight stays
on Texel was comparable to the total population of the island.
Meaning that the production of waste on Texel is comparable to
a municipality of double the population.
As for the categories of waste produced on Texel they are the
same as for the average Dutch municipality. There are three
indicators that characterize the island’s waste streams. Those
are categorized as follows: the amount and type of waste
managed by the municipality (household waste), the amount
and type of waste (per collection stream) gathered at the HVC
station in Oudeschild and the statistical actual contents of the
waste that could have gone in each stream. The third indicator
is based on a calculation grounded on an analysis of waste
sampling from March 2012. It revealed that 83% of the waste
collected through the household (grey bin) stream belongs
to other categories that could either be recycled (49%) or
composted (34%). Of all the waste produced on Texel there
are two categories which are reused to support other systems
on the island, namely green waste, composted and used in the
agricultural sector, and clean construction and demolition waste,
crushed and used for road construction. For the rest of its waste
Texel is dependent on the services of HVC’s incineration plant
and Sortiva’s recycling plant, both are located in Alkmaar.
There are three categories of waste producers on Texel.
The residents, whose waste is managed and paid for by the
municipality (paper and textile are dealt with by citizen
organizations and the money from that waste returns to the
community through charities. The second is the general public
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(including tourists) whose waste is also managed and paid
for by the municipality. The third are the businesses, until the
end of 2014 the municipality handled their waste collection
partially, since 1 January 2015 the municipality laid out a new
strategy according to which public and household waste are
the priority, whilst businesses will now have to privately arrange
the collection of their waste. All large scale waste collection
and transport on Texel is handled by the company Tatenhove,
located in the vicinity of the HVC waste depot in Oudeschild.
Texel’s 2020 plan concerning waste management involves the
separated collection of 70% of recyclable waste. Further on, it
includes the increase of waste bins availability in Texel’s natural
areas and the installation of additional underground containers
in the villages.
Plastic waste is an increasing threat to island ecosystems
and economies because of their dependence on the marine
environment as a source of income. Many animals, in specific
birds, that prey on marine creatures are in danger. In essence
the dangers that plastic poses arise from its irresponsible
handling. In the sea and under the influence of storms and UV
rays plastic degrades to micro-plastic which is often mistaken
for food. There are several sources of plastic waste on islands,
the most significant is usually the inhabitants/visitors. In the
case of Texel, according to a survey conducted in 2005, the
North Sea washes off daily 7 to 8 kg of litter per kilometre of
beach, half of which is wood and minor fraction of glass and
metals, the rest is of synthetic origin. (Franeker, 2013)
Since January 2015 the municipality changed their waste
collection policy and now plastic is collected separately.
According to the sampling research cited above as much
as 13 % (based on weight) of the general waste belongs to
the plastics category. Islands are particularly valuable case
18

“On average each North Sea fulmar carried
approximately thirty plastic particles in the stomach
weighing roughly 0.33 gram per bird.”
Jan van Franeker, Wageningen UR
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study settings for waste flows as they are characterized by
controllable and thus more easily measurable material, product
and waste movement.
There is a multitude of types of plastics, each with its distinct
physical properties and behaviour with regards to solar
radiation, temperature and stress. In chemistry the group of
plastics is referred to as polymers. Petrol is the raw material
used for the synthesis of polymers, which essentially makes
plastic of organic origin. It is firstly transformed into a monomer
molecule of desired characteristics, which is then triggered by a
catalyst to polymerize – which essentially results in long-chain
molecules. Most polymers take long periods to decompose,
some up to an estimate of 10 000 years, precisely due to the
large length and strength of their molecular bonds.
There are several possible pathways for waste plastic: the
most common are landfilling, incineration, recycling and
depolymerisation. The plastic that ends up in landfills or
incineration plants is most often not collected separately and,
depending on its chemical composition, may release toxins
into the environment, i.e. PVC contains chlorine, which is highly
reactive and toxic. The benefit of incinerating plastic waste is
that it has high energy values, because it is made of petroleum.
From a metabolic point of view, the transformation of matter to
energy is one of the fundamental processes. In the Netherlands
the only waste that is disposed of by landfilling is the one
that could neither be recycled nor incinerated. Polymers used
in consumer goods, thus do not belong to that category. The
plastic that is collected separately can either be recycled or
depolymerised. In terms of metabolism both of these processes
retain the characteristics of the material. Depolymerisation
refers to the thermal or chemical break of the polymer chains
resulting in oil.
22

Recycling of polymers is a complex process and requires the
most effort of all the processes. As was mentioned above there
are many types of polymers, few of which are used in consumer
goods. Given the fact that this project is directed towards
consumer polymers, only the following types will be considered
as the contents of the plastic waste: PET, HDPE, PVC, LDPE, PP
and PS. When recycling plastics the separation per type is the
most crucial step, as each of these types is built of different
molecules, and at different densities and they are not all
compatible with each other. Attempting to recycle the wrong
combination of plastics at the same time would result in a nonhomogeneous material of unpredictable physical properties.
Biodegradation of plastics was considered impossible until a
discovery was made recently that certain fungi species can
digest plastic after it has been exposed to UV radiation, which
essentially weakens the polymer bonds. The issue of plastic
waste on islands does not always originate in the local waste
stream. Often plastics in a wide variety of form end up in the
ocean, ranging from lost fishing gear, to products lost at sea,
to irresponsibly discarded waste. Under the effect of the waves
and the UV rays it breaks down to microscopic pieces which are
mistaken for food by many bird and marine species, leading to
their poisoning.
The research on the theme of waste was conducted with the
starting point of Texel’s ambition to become self-sufficient and
to have the role of a testing ground for projects and concepts
that explore those possibilities. The theme of metabolism is
the frame within which the studio investigated and elaborated
proposals that respond to that ambition. The conclusions drawn
from the examination of the waste flow of Texel indicate the
critical areas that need to be addressed in the elaboration of
the proposal.
23
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Waste is a renewable and diverse resource; perhaps the most
interesting remark about it is that it contains materials, which
were originally the ones considered valuable and useful enough
for mankind to engage in their extraction and transformation.
For this characteristic of waste it has a high inherent degree
of complexity in handling. Among all the waste categories
produced on Texel plastic strikes as one that differs from the
rest. The nature of this difference is found in the origin of the
material, in its form – a polymer – it is neither geologic nor
biologic in origin. Its raw material – oil – however is the result
of the combination of biologic and geologic forces. When
mismanaged or irresponsibly discarded plastic waste can cause
more harm than any of the other categories.
The Anthropocene and its implications is a recurrent reference
for the development of this project, because of the strong
impact of material and waste flows on the landscape. The choice
of addressing the plastic waste flow of the island is motivated in
that it is a material synthesized by humans and thus the logical
extension of dealing with polymers should include a mechanism
through which it can partake in the landscape, when it becomes
waste. And to do so in a constructive manner as occurs with
waste in nature. Polymers used for consumer goods are longlasting, yet because of their relatively low cost of production
they have become the norm in single-use products. The
durability of plastics is crucial, as this project intends to address
that the material, in both a cultural and practical sense.
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As polymer science develops, new types of polymers keep
being invented; some responding to our awareness of the
negative impact loose polymers may have on the environment.
This project would seek to develop a way to discard plastic
waste in a way which is constructive to the environment,
benefits from the durability of the material and simultaneously
sequesters the current polymers (those used consumer goods,

as this is mostly the contents of the plastic waste stream of
Texel) in a way that will ensure a healthy environment, thus
sustainability.

RETAIL

WASTE INCINERATION
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Dynamic Landscapes
The Wadden islands are a naturally dynamic landscape system. Due to
the effect of the currents and tides they lose matter on their North Sea
side and they accrete material on their Wadden Sea. The sediments tend
to accrete there, gradually forming salt-marshes, which later become
or are turned into land. The case of Texel is unique in the Wadden
barrier islands in that its inner side has been embanked, thus sealing its
landscape and territory. According to Dr. Jan Bakker’s summary of 40
years of research on the Wadden Islands, the growth of salt-marshes on
Texel stopped with the embanking, roughly in the 19th century. The
natural process of sediment transport continues nonetheless.

The barrier archipelago of the Wadden sea formed after the last
glacial era caused by the rapidly rising sea levels. Around 8000
years ago the rate decelerated and the barrier and back-barrier1
system stabilized and began silting and in 6000-5000 BP the first
salt marshes formed. Since then, the relative rise has continued
increasing steadily albeit at a lower rate. On the other hand the
area of the Netherlands is undergoing gradual subsidence, which
increases the effect of the rising sea level by roughly two times.
Most of the sediment in the back-barrier system, i.e. the Wadden
Sea, is derived from the erosion of the Pleistocene basement2
during the recession of the Wadden islands. In the case of the
west facing islands, for instance Texel, tide-induced cross-shore
sediment transport forms an additional source.
The dynamic coastline of both the back side of the barrier islands
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1
In Ecology, the term back-barrier salt marsh refers to the salt marshes
located on the coast of the barrier island that faces the inner marine basin. In the case
of Texel the inner basin is the Wadden Sea.
2
In Geology, the term basement refers to the solid bedrock that forms the
base of sedimentary rocks.

(referred to as back-barrier) and the mainland result in the
formation of salt marshes. In the 19th century Texel’s landscape
underwent dramatic changes the salt marshes were gradually
drained and embanked in the process of land reclamation. Even
pre-historically the salt marshes were widely used as grazing
grounds for cattle. When land reclamation was still an economically
feasible activity the formation of salt marshes was encouraged
by the installation of brushwood groins3 – creating sedimentation
fields.
The Wadden tidal flats and islands are thus greatly influenced by
the effects of the tides and currents between the North Sea and
the Wadden Sea and the sediment supply regimes. According to
Bakker’s introduction to salt marshes their vertical accretion is
supported by upward sea-level movement, such as the tides. The
marshes that can be found along the Wadden Sea are considered
mineralogenic, meaning that they have built up through the
accumulation of fine (silt) and coarse (sand) grained material.
They are basically an agglomeration of vegetated platforms that
are typically structured by an extensive network of tidal creeks.
(Bakker, 2014)
Nowadays, on Texel’s Wadden coast there is one salt marsh area
of relatively modest size and is the result of man-made structure.
Historically, the artificial structuring of salt-marshes through
the creation of sedimentation fields is a technique of landscape
expansion that was commonly used in the Wadden area. Its goals
were coastal defence and expansion of arable land. Additionally,
the salt marshes are an irreplaceable feeding and breeding habitat
for a myriad of species, including migratory birds.
Several studies on the effects of sea level rise in combination
with the tectonic subsidence on the Wadden islands and Texel
in particular show concern about the future of salt-marsh areas.
Most conclude that the current rate of relative sea level (RSL) rise
of 3,5 mmy-1 is balanced out by sediment accretion. However, the
3
In Ecology, the term sedimentation field refers to the installation of rows
of wooden poles, or brushwood groins perpendicular to the shore, resulting in the
accretion of sediment.
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forecast for back-barrier marshes is grim in case the rate increases
to 5-10 mmy-1, and that is likely to happen within the coming
century. (Beets & Spek, n.d.)
Salt marshes are vital mainly for two reasons, as a habitat and as
coastal defence. Currently, there is an on going trilateral project
for the Wadden salt marshes, run by the Netherlands, Germany
and Denmark, with the goal to study and profoundly understand
the system. Due to its dynamics and local variances the study of
the area so far is incomplete. Prof. Dr. Jan Bakker is one of the
ecologists that have studied and with in the area throughout his
career and in 2014 he published a booklet that summarizes his
experience. This piece of work was essential to inform this part
of the research as it gives an extensive understanding of the
complexity of salt marsh geography and biology.
Salt marshes are essentially unique ecosystems that are located at
the transition between land and sea. They are inhabited by flora
and fauna that has adapted to the stress of salt. As is in the case of
the Wadden Sea such environments emerged along the shores of
shallow seas and deltas, which are characterized by soft sediment
bottoms and a considerable tidal range, i.e. around or more than
1 metre. The lower intertidal areas are flooded once a day, whilst
higher areas experience inundation irregularly. The establishment
of a salt marsh ecosystem is considered to be announced by the
first presence of halophyte vascular plants, such as Grasswort.
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Salt marshes are categorized in zones, each with its characteristic
flora. Natural salt marshes form when the surface of the mud or
sand flat through the process of accretion rises to just below the
mean high water tide (MHT), thus it is inundated twice a day for
several hours, whilst being dry for the rest of the time. This forms
the pioneer zone, which is populated with plants such as Common
cordgrass (Spartina anglica) and Glasswort (Salicornia spp.). Their
presence accelerates the sedimentation of silt particles as they
obstruct the water flow and speed. Following these two pioneer
species, Seaside alkali grass (Puccinellia maritima) populations
may establish, which acts to support even further the retention of
sediment.

The presence of the last mentioned plant signifies the development
of the second zone, namely the low salt marsh, which is located just
above the MHT level and is not always flooded at high tide. This
zone is also populated by the Sea Purslane (Atriplex portulacoides).
The combined effect of sedimentation and vegetation decrease the
likelihood of flooding and thus contribute to the emergence of new
plant species in the area. This process continues vigorously until
the formation of a high marsh. The high salt marsh is recognized by
the appearance of plants such as Red fescue (Festuca rubra) and
Sea couch (Elytrigia atherica). Further on, according to Bakker’s
findings this zone is flooded less than 100 times per year. On their
back side the marshes are delimited by dunes on barrier islands,
and by artificial sea walls on the mainland. (Bakker, 2014)
Salt marsh growth and succession:
In understanding the landscape metabolism of salt marshes it
must be noted that there area in proportion with their tidal basin
should be taken into consideration. In the period 1600-1800 it
has been documented that while the mainland marshes declined,
the back-barrier ones increased in area. In the case of Texel, the
reason for the increase is the installation of sand-drift dikes, i.e.
brushwood groins. However, with the initiation of the embankment
of the island, i.e. the construction of dikes, the salt marshes were
drained and were turned into arable land. According to Bakker’s
account this was followed by the arrest of development of salt
marshes on Texel. In the case of other islands such as Terschelling
and Schiermonnikoog, the marshes continued growing in the 20th
century due to the installation of sand-drift dikes. These were not
embanked. As for the mainland marshes, their decrease was caused
entirely due to successive embankments. (Bakker, 2014)
At present, there is a total of 40 000 Ha of salt marshes in
the Wadden area, most of which are semi-natural. According
to Bakker’s definition a semi-natural salt marsh is one that is
either naturally formed but grazed by livestock or is the result of
sedimentation fields and artificial drainage. Bakker’s observations
confirm that the pioneer zone emerges sooner in sedimentation
fields than under purely natural conditions, namely at MHT, as
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opposed to MHT+20cm.
Along the mainland salt marshes develop and grow following
their zonation model where through sedimentation the low marsh
gradually evolves to a high marsh. Back-barrier marshes however
do not follow their pattern. According to Bakker’s findings these
are formed and affected more by to the effects of tidal and Aeolic
forces, which shape underlying sand bank. The initial ground height
thus determines the zone of marsh that will form.
The Wadden islands, including Texel, have a tendency to accrete
sediment along their inner coast and to lose material along their
outer coast and thus they shift towards the mainland. The process
occurs through the sediment transport described previously. The
effects are more visible in the Danish islands, which do not receive
the send supply that the Dutch Wadden islands receive. These
dynamics of the topography affect the formation of salt marshes,
as was mentioned above the sediment supply and water level are
the two important factors. The Wadden islands share a common
dynamics model, yet Texel because it was embanked has changed
its behaviour. The accretion of sediment continues on Texel’s inner
coast continues though due to the lack of vegetation, as retention
mechanism, the natural formation of salt marshes is inhibited.
The barrier archipelago of the Wadden sea formed after the last
glacial era caused by the rapidly rising sea levels. Around 8000
years ago the rate decelerated and the barrier and back-barrier4
system stabilized and began silting and in 6000-5000 BP the first
salt marshes formed. Since then, the relative rise has continued
increasing steadily albeit at a lower rate. On the other hand the
area of the Netherlands is undergoing gradual subsidence, which
increases the effect of the rising sea level by roughly two times.
Most of the sediment in the back-barrier system, i.e. the Wadden
Sea, is derived from the erosion of the Pleistocene basement5
during the recession of the Wadden islands. In the case of the
west facing islands, for instance Texel, tide-induced cross-shore
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4
In Ecology, the term back-barrier salt marsh refers to the salt marshes
located on the coast of the barrier island that faces the inner marine basin. In the case
of Texel the inner basin is the Wadden Sea.
5
In Geology, the term basement refers to the solid bedrock that forms the
base of sedimentary rocks.

sediment transport forms an additional source.
The dynamic coastline of both the back side of the barrier islands
(referred to as back-barrier) and the mainland result in the
formation of salt marshes. In the 19th century Texel’s landscape
underwent dramatic changes the salt marshes were gradually
drained and embanked in the process of land reclamation. Even
pre-historically the salt marshes were widely used as grazing
grounds for cattle. When land reclamation was still an economically
feasible activity the formation of salt marshes was encouraged
by the installation of brushwood groins6 – creating sedimentation
fields.
The Wadden tidal flats and islands are thus greatly influenced by
the effects of the tides and currents between the North Sea and
the Wadden Sea and the sediment supply regimes. According to
Bakker’s introduction to salt marshes their vertical accretion is
supported by upward sea-level movement, such as the tides. The
marshes that can be found along the Wadden Sea are considered
mineralogenic, meaning that they have built up through the
accumulation of fine (silt) and coarse (sand) grained material.
They are basically an agglomeration of vegetated platforms that
are typically structured by an extensive network of tidal creeks.
(Bakker, 2014)
Nowadays, on Texel’s Wadden coast there is one salt marsh area
of relatively modest size and is the result of man-made structure.
Historically, the artificial structuring of salt-marshes through
the creation of sedimentation fields is a technique of landscape
expansion that was commonly used in the Wadden area. Its goals
were coastal defence and expansion of arable land. Additionally,
the salt marshes are an irreplaceable feeding and breeding habitat
for a myriad of species, including migratory birds.
Several studies on the effects of sea level rise in combination
with the tectonic subsidence on the Wadden islands and Texel
6
In Ecology, the term sedimentation field refers to the installation of rows
of wooden poles, or brushwood groins perpendicular to the shore, resulting in the
accretion of sediment.
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in particular show concern about the future of salt-marsh areas.
Most conclude that the current rate of relative sea level (RSL) rise
of 3,5 mmy-1 is balanced out by sediment accretion. However, the
forecast for back-barrier marshes is grim in case the rate increases
to 5-10 mmy-1, and that is likely to happen within the coming
century. (Beets & Spek, n.d.)
Salt marshes are vital mainly for two reasons, as a habitat and as
coastal defence. Currently, there is an on going trilateral project
for the Wadden salt marshes, run by the Netherlands, Germany
and Denmark, with the goal to study and profoundly understand
the system. Due to its dynamics and local variances the study of
the area so far is incomplete. Prof. Dr. Jan Bakker is one of the
ecologists that have studied and with in the area throughout his
career and in 2014 he published a booklet that summarizes his
experience. This piece of work was essential to inform this part
of the research as it gives an extensive understanding of the
complexity of salt marsh geography and biology.
Salt marshes are essentially unique ecosystems that are located at
the transition between land and sea. They are inhabited by flora
and fauna that has adapted to the stress of salt. As is in the case of
the Wadden Sea such environments emerged along the shores of
shallow seas and deltas, which are characterized by soft sediment
bottoms and a considerable tidal range, i.e. around or more than
1 metre. The lower intertidal areas are flooded once a day, whilst
higher areas experience inundation irregularly. The establishment
of a salt marsh ecosystem is considered to be announced by the
first presence of halophyte vascular plants, such as Grasswort.
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Salt marshes are categorized in zones, each with its characteristic
flora. Natural salt marshes form when the surface of the mud or
sand flat through the process of accretion rises to just below the
mean high water tide (MHT), thus it is inundated twice a day for
several hours, whilst being dry for the rest of the time. This forms
the pioneer zone, which is populated with plants such as Common
cordgrass (Spartina anglica) and Glasswort (Salicornia spp.). Their
presence accelerates the sedimentation of silt particles as they
obstruct the water flow and speed. Following these two pioneer

species, Seaside alkali grass (Puccinellia maritima) populations
may establish, which acts to support even further the retention of
sediment.
The presence of the last mentioned plant signifies the development
of the second zone, namely the low salt marsh, which is located just
above the MHT level and is not always flooded at high tide. This
zone is also populated by the Sea Purslane (Atriplex portulacoides).
The combined effect of sedimentation and vegetation decrease the
likelihood of flooding and thus contribute to the emergence of new
plant species in the area. This process continues vigorously until
the formation of a high marsh. The high salt marsh is recognized by
the appearance of plants such as Red fescue (Festuca rubra) and
Sea couch (Elytrigia atherica). Further on, according to Bakker’s
findings this zone is flooded less than 100 times per year. On their
back side the marshes are delimited by dunes on barrier islands,
and by artificial sea walls on the mainland. (Bakker, 2014)
Salt marsh growth and succession:
In understanding the landscape metabolism of salt marshes it
must be noted that there area in proportion with their tidal basin
should be taken into consideration. In the period 1600-1800 it
has been documented that while the mainland marshes declined,
the back-barrier ones increased in area. In the case of Texel, the
reason for the increase is the installation of sand-drift dikes, i.e.
brushwood groins. However, with the initiation of the embankment
of the island, i.e. the construction of dikes, the salt marshes were
drained and were turned into arable land. According to Bakker’s
account this was followed by the arrest of development of salt
marshes on Texel. In the case of other islands such as Terschelling
and Schiermonnikoog, the marshes continued growing in the 20th
century due to the installation of sand-drift dikes. These were not
embanked. As for the mainland marshes, their decrease was caused
entirely due to successive embankments. (Bakker, 2014)
At present, there is a total of 40 000 Ha of salt marshes in
the Wadden area, most of which are semi-natural. According
to Bakker’s definition a semi-natural salt marsh is one that is
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either naturally formed but grazed by livestock or is the result of
sedimentation fields and artificial drainage. Bakker’s observations
confirm that the pioneer zone emerges sooner in sedimentation
fields than under purely natural conditions, namely at MHT, as
opposed to MHT+20cm.
Along the mainland salt marshes develop and grow following
their zonation model where through sedimentation the low marsh
gradually evolves to a high marsh. Back-barrier marshes however
do not follow their pattern. According to Bakker’s findings these
are formed and affected more by to the effects of tidal and Aeolic
forces, which shape underlying sand bank. The initial ground height
thus determines the zone of marsh that will form.
The Wadden islands, including Texel, have a tendency to accrete
sediment along their inner coast and to lose material along their
outer coast and thus they shift towards the mainland. The process
occurs through the sediment transport described previously. The
effects are more visible in the Danish islands, which do not receive
the send supply that the Dutch Wadden islands receive. These
dynamics of the topography affect the formation of salt marshes,
as was mentioned above the sediment supply and water level are
the two important factors. The Wadden islands share a common
dynamics model, yet Texel because it was embanked has changed
its behaviour. The accretion of sediment continues on Texel’s inner
coast continues though due to the lack of vegetation, as retention
mechanism, the natural formation of salt marshes is inhibited.
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Concept
The initial research on the theme of Texel’s metabolism of waste and
landscape led, one might add inevitably, to an understanding about
the relationship between materials and land. Generally speaking, the
research on the formation of material and landscape led to the theme of
geology as the field of study within which they are one and the same.
The concept was born in response to the discussion of the Anthropocene
epoch.
Technology and art have emerged through man’s interaction with
the material. This relationship evolved with time and became highly
sophisticated. So much so, that nowadays man’s actions through
technology can be considered equal in impact to nature’s actions
through geology. Thus, man has become a major geologic force
and the Anthropocene era has become a central topic of discussion
in the geological field. Our civilization’s actions through industry
and agriculture are changing the geologic structure of earth.
Globalization made the exchange of materials and information a
thing in which the entire population of earth participates, albeit at
different intensities.
The concept seeks to remedy two issues that surfaced as
fundamental in each of the two themes. The issue of plastic waste
is its long-lasting properties and potential for ecosystem damage
through pollution and poisoning. On the other hand the landscape
issue present on Texel is its future, facing the sea level rise.
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The question at hand concerning the plastic waste of Texel was how
it could be used in a way that satisfies the following requirements:
 the inevitable influx of plastic becomes beneficial;
 the ecosystem is strengthened by the presence of plastic as
opposed to damaged;
 plastic is put to a use which suits its long-lasting
characteristics;
 current plastic can be sequestered in a constructive way, to
make way for the new types of polymers, i.e. biodegradable;
With these questions in mind I conducted a research on Texel’s
landscape and its long term tendencies. The research identified an
area, which on the one hand is organic to the island’s landscape
metabolism, on the other increasingly receives attention and
research due to its significance for the island’s coastal defence.
The Wadden side salt-marshes form and change through the
combination of anthropogenic effects and sediment transport
from the North Sea. They are important both as an ecosystem and
as a coastal defence mechanism. Their development and growth
was inhibited by the embankment of the island in the 19th century.
Currently, there is one salt marsh area off of Texel’s Wadden coast,
and it amounts to 82 Ha. (LA4SALE/FARO, 2014) It was not
embanked and drained with the rest of the salt marshes. There,
sedimentation was encouraged through the installation of wooden
poles. Considering the issue that plastic is becoming for the marine
environment, I developed a concept for man-made salt-marshes
that would be initiated by the installation of plastic structures
produced from Texel’s recycled plastic waste, and would be grown
by the natural mechanisms that characterize these barrier islands –
sediment accretion on the Wadden coast.
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Similar to the current method, the structures would encourage the
accumulation and retention of sediment to support the formation
of salt-marshes, and in time of new land. The difference however
is fundamental, because the proposed method seeks to resolve
the issues of plastic waste and coastal defence from the point of
view of metabolism – by connecting the two systems in a mutually
beneficial way, by feeding one with the waste of the other. The

resulting would be a scheme for development that can be adapted
to the growing landscape and change with the necessities for the
landscape. Functionally, the employment of different sedimentation
structures could provide the opportunity of selective development
where the salt-marshes are developed as recreational, productive
or habitat areas. In terms of the Anthropocene, the increase in
sea level rise rate and plastic pollution are among the issues of
anthropogenic impact. And this project presents a vision of an
alternative for the way they would define that geologic period.
The second part of the project is focused on the development of
the node at which the two systems connect and exchange. In terms
of architectural typology it is an industrial building, essentially a
large machine. It will accommodate the translation of plastic waste
into sedimentation structures. The concept and research were
inspired by the discussion of the Anthropocene, according to which
man is a geologic force. The node is seen as the embodiment of
the gesture of embedding material in the landscape with effort and
planning comparable to the extraction of material. The mechanism
would have a strong impact on the on future landscape of Texel,
and further on will define a new role of plastics in the geologic
strata. From a programmatic perspective, the machine-building
accommodates and represents that process. The process itself
is designed with humanity as a geologic force in mind. Thus, it is
implicit that this building is a subtype to the industrial typology.
Its representational function implies the exploration of the cultural
value of industrial buildings. The starting point of this investigation
is Gillian Darley’s Factory. Because of its representational role, the
building is seen as an information-giving device. As such its design
and language should convey that statement. The starting point of
this investigation is Venturi’s theory about the Duck and Decorated
Shed, as presented in Learning from Las Vegas.
In essence, the project envisions a scenario that interlaces plastic
waste and salt marsh landscapes, as a response to the discussion
of the Anthropocene epoch. We employ great care to extract and
transform the products of geology to fit our needs. Technology
increased the rate at which we conduct that. The initial value of
these materials contradicts their becoming waste. We extract
the materials when we need them. We do so with care, effort and
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planning. It is only logical to pose the question – why do we not
always treat the same way when we do not need necessitate them
anymore? As these materials are extracted from the ground, this
project explores a scenario for plastic waste, where it is transformed
and introduced back into the landscape in a way in which it is
valuable and useful there.
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Mechanism
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The concept that resulted from the research concerns the design of two
mechanisms – the plastic recycling facility and the salt-marsh structures.
From a geologic point of view material and landscape partake in one
metabolic flow. The concept proposes new terms on which that would
occur as a response to the discussion of the Anthropocene, and man’s
status as a geologic force. This is a mechanism of using plastic waste
as the raw material for structures which encourage the formation of
salt-marshes along the Wadden coast of Texel. As man created ways to
synthesize plastic from oil located deeply underground, it is man that
should create ways for this matter to return to the ground.
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Every morning we bring to Texel
its fresh dose of products. Men and
women working on the TESO ferry
boat ensure the safe and timely arrival
of some of Texel’s most indispensable
goods and materials. I am the captain
and it is my pride to run our island’s
connection to the metabolism of the
mainland. We are glad to be working
closely with the plastic accountants of
the island. It is thanks to them that
we know what we are bringing to the
island. And we are always excited to
see what new application of the soon
to be plastic waste the designers and
scientists will come up with.

TESO captain
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Plastic
Nature has developed mechanisms for dissolving or reusing all of it
waste products in a way that other organisms or systems benefit and
grow. However, plastic as the product of man does not partake in that
metabolism in an organic or natural way. So man and technology as the
geologic force that created plastic should logically introduce and provide
a geologic process that defines the relationship between the plastic
metabolism and landscape. In this chapter I will elaborate the process
along which the plastic waste will be translated to a state and form in
which it can be integrated with Texel’s landscape metabolism to create
salt-marshes.

There is a certain mechanism that needs to be in place in order to
realize concept of the plastic metabolism. This mechanism needs to
take into consideration the complete journey of plastics on Texel in
order to be effective and well grounded. When designing the new
plastic flow, several questions emerge as to the requirements and
implications of such an endeavour. Considering Texel’s ambition
to become a testing ground for ways to achieve self-sufficiency,
it is important to think of the future of plastic in general. With the
elaboration of polymers that satisfy better the practical consumer
needs and the environmental issues, one is bound to question the
future of the presently widespread consumer polymers and their
potential to become outdated and substituted. These would still be
polymers that may last hundreds, some even thousands, of years
before they decompose. The proposal for the mechanism of Texel’s
new plastic flow was designed with these considerations in mind.
As became evident in the Metabolism section plastic waste is
diverse in types, state and origin. Texel could become the testing
ground for a new principle of plastic flow. The mechanism is
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defined on two levels – the scale of the island and the scale of the
new node.
At the scale of the island there are two states in which the plastic
can be found – as product and as waste. As an island can be
seen as a closed system it is possible to control and account the
materials that enter and exit. Thus, the flow begins with the arrival.
The TESO ferryboat service is the only significant gateway for
materials flowing in or out of the island. Further on, each plastic
product is manufactured with a label of its type, signified by a
number between 1 and 7. This allows for detailed accounting of
the type and amount of plastic that enters the islands material
metabolism. The amount of plastic arriving to Texel varies
seasonally, peaking in the summer. According to Mr. Bollier the
amounts vary proportionately with the people residing on the
island. His assertion is based on the data available in the archive of
HVC.
Accounting the plastics is the first stage of the mechanism. It is
important as it will enable the creation of an information database
of the islands material flow that will inform the later stages of the
material’s journey on the island. The realization of this would rely on
the contribution of the supply chain management of the businesses
and industries that import products containing plastic or packaged

Plastic waste dynamics of Texel. (in tonnes)
Constant rate of the inhabitants of Texel.
Dynamic rate of the visitors of the island. Data
based on the statistics available for 2014. The
distribution of waste production based on social
metabolism dynamics, as confirmed by Mr. Piet
Bolier.
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The essence of our job is in reducing
plastic to its building components,
so that it may re-enter the landscape
within the dike at its organic form.
We explore new techniques and we
work in close terms with the plastic
separation guys. We bend the rules
literally every day. We stand in the
domain of biochemistry. Take a look
at our strawberry fields, all of that is
grown on decomposed plastic. Isn’t
that a great thing! I grew up in the
age of plastic-covered beaches. I will
never forget how my father used to
get upset every time he saw another
marine animal fallen victim to plastics.
I guess you may say it is in those heartbreaking moments that I dreamt up
my future work. And now my dream
has become my job.
So basically, what we do is on one
hand improving and researching
the techniques for biochemical

decomposition of plastics. On the
other hand, we test its efficiency and
efficacy in agriculture – as a form of
soil enrichment. Plastics are of organic
origin – petroleum. Once they are
digested by bacteria, most commonly
by Pseudomonas, they are broken
down to nutrients, mostly carbon –
which is great for soil enrichment.
Another technique we are exploring
concerns Polypropylene. It is cooked
until it turns into styrene oil. The oil
is then fed to microorganisms, which
metabolically turn it into globules of
fatty acids. When 60 percent of the
bacteria consist of those fatty acids, the
microorganism is split open and the
harvested fatty acids are converted to a
biodegradable plastic. This is a method
of bio-recycling plastic that was first
introduced in Iceland in 2015.

Polymer Scientist
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in plastic. However, it is a crucial step to be taken considering
the importance of handling plastic adequately. The information
that plastic accounting can provide to the final stage of the flow
is valuable as it will contribute to the planning of the salt marsh
development.
Once the plastic has been accounted for it will continue on its
intended route. The next step at which a change needs to occur
is the culture of disposal. Every person on Texel partakes in the
production of waste and it is important that each actor is aware of
the value of plastic to the island. According to the municipality’s
estimations there is at least 1500 tons of plastic that pass through
the island every year. It is important that the plastic is collected
separately, which is already taking place in the municipality’s
waste management policy. The new policy envisions the collection
of plastic directly from each household, whilst transferring the
collection of general waste to large communal bins. By increasing
the effort necessary to dispose of general waste the municipality
of Texel hopes to encourage more selective disposal in the
households. Allocating the collected plastic waste to the benefit of
the island would provide an additional incentive for a responsible
attitude to plastic waste in particular.
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The collected waste will be regularly delivered to the new node
connecting the plastic and landscape metabolic flows. This node
is essentially a factory that uses plastic waste as its raw material.
Here, the second level of the mechanism takes place – the technical
process. The process through which plastic could be transformed
to develop Texel’s salt marshes is recycling. There is a sequence
of steps that ensure the correct undergoing of the process. Firstly,
the plastic needs to be separated by type, ideally this should occur
at disposal. However the sorting machine is the first necessary
stage. The types of plastics that are suitable for the production of
rigid structures are the following: HDPE, PS and PP. The technical
sequence of recycling the three selected polymers is identical,
further on they can also be subjected to the same production
methods, rendering them a compatible combination of polymers
to be handled in the same facility. The remaining four – PVC, LDPE,
PET and Mixed – are excluded due to their inadequate physical
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AMBITION 2020 FOR WASTE FLOW COMBINED WITH
THE PROPOSED PLASTIC METABOLISM

Reused on Texel

Compost and Rubble
Depot (Oudeschild)

K
Secondhand Store
30%
57%
Collection

13%

Transport

Separation

HVC
(Alkmaar)

Transport

Plastic
Recycling

HDPE, PE, PS, PP (38,1%)
Reused for Salt Marshes

Landscape
Machine

LDPE, PVC & Mixed (54,9%)
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Reused in experimental fields

PET (7%)
For Recycling

Incineration
(Alkmaar)

Vergisting
(Middenmeer)

We work tirelessly with delivery
services and distribution centers to
ensure our full awareness of the goods
and materials that arrive to Texel. Our
focus is on plastic. There are certain
types of plastic which we no longer
allow on the island. And in the cases
they are indispensable we evaluate
their intended time of use against
their potential path along the waste
flow. This started as a trial case 7 years
ago – Texel the testing ground for
innovation.
Looking back, the choice of Texel as a
location to explore the metabolism of
materials and waste has turned out to
be a fruitful experiment. Above all, it
is a step towards a culture of conscious
use of materials. Originally, the island’s
waste and materials metabolism did
not differ substantially from that of
the mainland. However, being able to
quantify and categorize the incoming
materials and plastics, in specific,
allowed us to know the plan their
better employment at the end of the
product life. These data contribute
towards the material and plastic
planning of the island allowing us to
achieve greater benefits of the presence
of these materials on the island.

Material accountant
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properties, potential for reuse and inadequate chemical properties,
respectively. Those will be directed out of the factory following the
first stage of selection.
The first part of the mechanism is concerned with translating the
waste into material. The mechanic process begins with the sorting
machine and its functional principle is a combination of optical
detection of the type of material and selective air ejection directing
the object to the correct container. To ensure the smooth running
of the facility and the correct handling of the separate types of
plastic each day will be devoted to one type of plastic only.
The process of recycling begins with shredding the plastic to a
relatively homogeneous flake size. It is then washed and rinsed in
order to remove any organic or inorganic pollutants that would
obstruct the continuation of the process. The last segment in this
chain is the drying of the clean plastic. Once it has been dried it will
be extruded into filament, which will be spooled and stored. At this
stage the waste’s transformation to material is complete. (S.M. AlSalem, 2009)
The spooled filament is stored between the two parts of the
mechanism. The storage is mechanical and can in this way ensure
the smooth operation of the two parts of the factory. The second
half of the plastic mechanism is the translation of material to
product. The production technique is chosen based on the vision
for the use of the polymers. The construction of the salt marshes
is seen as a long term process that will adapt and evolve by the
influence of two parameters: the requirements for the landscape’s
development and the dynamics of the natural processes that
ensure it. 3D printing is a technique that is continually developing
and improving and it is the suitable choice as it satisfies the
dynamics of the production process.
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Extrusion and moulding were the other two methods considered
for this stage of the process, however due to their limitations in
terms of form diversity and adaptability they were considered
inadequate for a facility that is envisioned to run in the longterm future. The final stage of the production phase is the

implementation. The facility is designed and located to deliver
the product where it is necessary – at the beginning of the natural
process that forms the salt marshes.
In this way, the proposed mechanism formulates a system by
which plastic waste can be safely and constructive disposed of,
by delivering it to another metabolic system of Texel – its tidal
flats and salt marsh landscape. With the considerations laid out in
the beginning of this sections this mechanism is envisioned as a
method of plastic sequestration. It was designed considering the
material’s physical and chemical durability in mind. The geologic
era of man is currently under construction and polymers as one of
our most durable inventions will undoubtedly take part in it. This
project thus elaborates one of the possible way in which this could
happen.
THE OTHER PLASTIC
The plastic that was excluded from the recycling process of the
factory will undergo a route of its own. Several options were
considered about resolving this. One of them is its return to the
generic waste stream of the island. Another, which is designed at
the scale of the master plan, concerns the biological decomposition
of plastics. Recent findings suggest that certain fungi species are
able to digest some of the potentially toxic plastics. The polymer
needs to be exposed to ultraviolet light, which weakens its bonds
and then allows the fungi to digest it. It is a technique that is yet to
be explored. According to the lab results at the Indian Institute of
Technology in Madras the process of degradation is very slow, in
their experiments it took 1 year to degrade 5 % of the plastic in the
lab dishes. According to the researchers this discovery could be
used to develop methods to decompose and dispose of potentially
harmful plastics, considered usually under type 7.
The case of the fungus that is able to digest plastic is not the only
such discovery and has opened a field of research that has yet to
develop – bio-decomposition of plastics. The master plan envisions
for the fields around the building to become a plastic waste park
for experimental agriculture and gardening.
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It’s been 20 years now that we dispose
of our plastics in 2 categories – for
the salt marshes and for the plastic
agriculture fields. We separate them
at home and the fact that plastic
products are labelled per type certainly
facilitated that process. Additionally,
being able to follow through the
process of plastic waste processing
reinforced our motivation to sort our
plastics carefully. The end of the tourist
season each year marks the completion
and installation of the new landscape
structures. The dyke becomes the
seating of a lively audience and the
Wadden Sea – the stage.
The first 2 years of home-sorting of
plastics were the hardest, it seemed
difficult and redundant at first, but
once we saw the first results of the 3D
printing factory it inspired such respect
for the material. The responsible
use of plastics is a matter of culture
and as any cultural shift it required
some adjustment and effort from the
individuals.

Inhabitant
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Salt Marsh Development
This chapter uses the dynamics of Texel’s landscape as the starting point
to arrive to a design of the form in which plastic waste can be integrated
with the landscape to develop salt-marshes as coastal defence and
consequently as new land. Through Tidal and Aeolic action sediment,
mostly sand and silt, is moved and accretes along the northern half of
Texel’s Wadden coast. Due to the embankment in the 19 th century the
natural growth of salt-marshes seized. Historically, the motivation for
their construction was to gain new agricultural land and to secure coastal
defence. Effort in the making of salt-marshes terminated in 1960’s
when acquiring new land through salt-marshes draining stopped being
economically justified.
As Bakker informs the natural development of salt marshes on
Texel’s Wadden shore seized with the dike construction. Restoring
this characteristic of the landscape dynamics of the island from
before the embankment would provide valuable habitat to many
permanent and migratory species. Due to the issues faced by backbarrier salt marshes that Jan Bakker laid out, it becomes evident
that at present these habitats need to be conserved where present.
Further on, the use of plastic waste to support the redevelopment
of salt marshes provides a metabolic solution to the issues present
in both systems. Essentially, the waste of one system is employed
to feed another. This waste to landscape strategy thus reforms the
concept of the living island.
Nature’s mechanisms of moving material are just as elaborate and
large-scale as their man-made counterparts. The Wadden islands are
particularly interesting for their dynamic nature. The marine currents
define the constant movement of sediment also from the North Sea
towards the Wadden side of the islands. In this way they constantly
move and change. Texel however is an island that is artificially kept
stable. On one hand, new sediment is regularly released on the
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Natural mechanism of sediment accumulation.
Without structures to retain the sediment,
plant roots or sedimentation groins, it is more
susceptible to the effect of wind and waves.
Thus, the growth is unstable and interrupted.

year 5

year 15

year 25

Current man-made mechanism of sediment
accumulation. The process is effective and
allows for the sponatenous development of salt
marshes.

year 5

year 15

year 25

Proposed mechanism of sediment retention.
The higher density of the structures would
retain more incoming sediment. At varying
density different areas may develop at different
rates, allowing the salt marsh to develop in a
planned way.

year 5

year 15

year 25
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North Sea side. On the other, the eastern side has been embanked,
rendering the shoreline permanent. There is, however, the perpetual
arrival of new sediment and the topography of the sea bed, the
creeks and currents inform about its settlement history.
The issue of increasing sea level rise in combination with tectonic
subsidence1 of the Netherlands reintroduce the importance of
coastal defence. The construction of salt marshes through the use
of sedimentation fields is one of the techniques that combine manmade and natural processes. Texel currently has one permanent
salt-marsh area, located in the northern part of its Wadden coast. It
is located at the northern edge of Texel’s accretive landscape. Based
on the definition offered by Bakker, it is considered a man-made salt
marsh because it formed as a result of a constructed sedimentation
field.
Salt marsh dynamics rely on two factors, namely relative water
level and sediment availability. In the case of the back-barrier
marshes it is the wind that is a more determinative factor of how
the salt marsh will develop. Counteracting its effect is one of
the pragmatic considerations in the design and arrangement of
the plastic sedimentation structures. Without the installation of
sedimentation fields, the accumulated sediment is more susceptible
to wind and wave action, which does not allow for the steady
development of a salt marsh ecosystem. The accretion rates vary
widely in the data available for back-barrier salt marshes. Some
areas experience vertical growth of 20 cm/yr, others of ,5 cm/yr.
The areas of lower elevation, including the pioneer zone and the
low salt marsh experience the highest rates of accretion, due to
the larger amount of suspended particles that reach them. With
the decrease in amount and frequency of inundation, there is also a
decrease A substantial difference between natural and man-made
systems is that in the latter vegetation establishes at 20 cm lower
elevation than in the former. This contributes further to the retention
of sediment and the growth of the marsh.
By definition, waste is a renewable resource. Plastic is a particularly
interesting material needs to be used in a long term way, additionally
with the development of new polymers it is likely that current
1
In the science of Geology, tectonic subsidence signifies the gradual sinking
of an area of land.
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consumer polymers will be substituted by biodegradable ones,
so it is important to plan ahead for them. The use of plastic for
landscape development as proposed here explores the potential of
its sequestration with ecologic aims. Thus, once it is categorized as
waste it may become a constructive presence in the landscape as
opposed to a harmful one. Further on, the use of the island’s plastic
waste as the source material of this intervention makes the island
self-sufficient terms of landscape development.
The sedimentation system was designed with the following criteria
in mind:
 improved sediment retention, but allowing for the free
movement of fauna and water
 modularity of the structural elements
 diversity in assembly arrangements and thus in functionality
of the landscape
These criteria are additional to the typical benefits of sedimentation
fields with regards to habitat resilience and coastal defence. Texel’s
new sedimentation fields need to address on one hand the issue of
retaining tidally delivered sediment, and on the other the negative
impact Aeolic forces have on the growth of the solid base of the
marsh. The Wadden barrier islands tend to shift by accreting along
their back coast and the installation of new sedimentation fields
restores the potential of the island to grow. The system has two
types of elements, one in the direction of the expansion and the
other transversal to it.
The first have the function to allow the continuous growth and at
the same time have the role of shielding the accumulated sediment
from the wind. They are designed with perforations at two levels, at
the sea bed and just below the sea surface, in this way ensuring the
free movement of fauna that inhabits the tidal flats and marshes.
As plastic is molecularly lighter than water, the structures will also
need to be anchored to the bottom to prevent their wreckage in a
storm surge. These elements are shaped in a way that their base
can be stably inserted in the silt bed of the Wadden Sea. Stability
will increase with sediment accumulation and the establishment
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of vegetation. The mechanism is based on that of the groins
traditionally used for coastal protection. The difference is that the
elements are of considerably smaller scale and higher density of
arrangement.
The modularity of the system would allow the assembled
structure to behave like a mesh thus additionally stabilizing it in
storms. These elements determine the direction of the growth
of the landscape and act as the backbone. The second elements
determine the density of the growth. Each is attached at both ends
to two of the other elements. Their role is to retain the sediment
which is delivered and to contribute to the lateral stability of the
mesh. Their arrangement, height and degree of perforation will be
determined by the intentions for the development of the specific
area of salt marsh. The perforations are necessary also to provide
the free flow of water during the retreat of the tide because
drainage is an important factor in the development of the marsh.
This system is intended to allow for the continual design of the
future landscape of the island. There are three types of services
envisioned for the new landscape in combination to the coastal
defence effect. Firstly, to provide habitat for permanent and
migratory species, as salt marshes are sensitive to sea level
the predicted increase in SLR rate could pose a threat to them.
Secondly, the sedimentation frames can also be used as the
supporting structure of paths and pads that would enable leisure
activities to take place in the growing landscape. From a social
metabolism perspective this would be of benefit as it would allow
the citizens and tourists to explore the developing landscape and
thus become familiar with the possibilities of responsible plastics
disposal and the rich nature of the Wadden Sea. Thirdly, the
transversal elements can be arranged in a less dense manner, thus
keeping some areas with lower sediment cover. This would allow
for the taking place of economic activities such as aquaculture, for
instance farming of mussels, oysters or algae.
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The traditional method for constructing salt marshes, namely
through the installation of groins, has certain limitations in terms of
morphologic development of the landscape, because they allow for

a lower degree of control. The versatility and durability of plastic
lend themselves here, allowing for a continual development of the
landscape management strategy, through the possibility to change
and adapt the design of the structures.
According to the data obtained from the municipal and HVC
records, the annual amount of plastic waste produced on Texel
is in the range of 600 tons. However, according to Piet Bolier’s
opinion, the value is at least 1500 tons, including the non-separated
plastics. This does not account for the different types of plastic
that constitute it. According to the 2014 annual report of the
European Plastics Manufacturers association, statistically the three
types of plastics selected to be used in this proposal amount to
38,1 % of the total demand. Thus, of the 1500, an estimate of 571
tons could be used. With this design of the sedimentation frames,
the area of expansion that could be realized each year amounts
to 5,7 Ha. The total length of the coast along with potential for
salt marsh development, starting from the existing man-made salt
marsh in the north and extending to the Nieuweschild bay, is 7
km long. At a horizontal expansion of 50 m, the distance can be
covered in 6 years of 570 m strips along the coast, as is illustrated
in the scheme. In this way a complete strip along the coast can be
considered as one step.
From my interaction with Dr. Bakker it became evident that
such an intervention would have a strong impact on the natural
geomorphology of the back-barrier system. For that reason the
only plausible prediction for when the process will be terminated
can be made based on one parameter, namely the current coastal
topography. The areas that this proposal addresses are the
shallows and the intertidal flats. Their total area off the coast of
Texel amounts to 4800 Ha. The other parameter that would limit
this development would be the availability of material, on one
hand waste plastic, on the other sediment. Both of these cannot
be predicted in a reasonable manner due to their dependence on
a multitude of other factors, such as technologic advancement
and socio-cultural shifts – in the case of plastics – and the future
sediment deliveries from the North Sea.
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I like to call our part of the flow the
sweetest piece of the cake. We literally
design Texel’s new landscape. With
the help of the material accountants
and the plastic waste office we plan
how and where the landscape will
grow. Once a week we survey the
sedimentation frames and how the
landscape and nature are adapting to
their presence. The process started 10
years ago and we are excited to have
developed about 11 Ha of salt marshes
so far. The dynamics of plastic waste
supply determine the rate at which the
landscape develops. This endeavor has
allowed us to gain new insights on the
mechanisms of salt marsh development
and dynamics. We believe that this
knowledge would further contribute
to the safety of Texel’s coast and the
health of the salt marsh habitat.

Landscape designer - Salt Marshes
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In terms of geomorphology the presence of the structures will
facilitate the retention of sediment, which will result in the vertical
accretion of the salt marsh. Based on the considerations taken in
the design of the sedimentation frame, I would speculate that the
salt marsh would develop in a way comparable to the vegetation
zonation – continuously, meaning that the lower marsh would grow
into a high marsh.
Texel’s ambition outline for Horizon 2020 includes the need of dyke
reinforcement and the development of the recreational potential
of the Wadden side, whilst preserving the unique nature along
the dyke. The concept envisions a scenario in which instead of
preserving the natural state of the area outside the dyke it seeks to
develop it further as a method of ensuring coastal protection and
allowing for recreational activities to unfold beyond the dyke.
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Every 5 years the sedimentation
area will expand by 50 m
towards the sea.
Every year - by 1,1 km along the
dyke.

We come back every year, curious
about how the island’s landscape
developed and changed. We are
truly mesmerized at the structures
installed in the Wadden Sea. We take
our children for walks there and it
is still quite incredible for us that
this exciting landscape experience
is constructed with plastic waste. It
used to be that this material was one
of the most damaging to the wild
environment. Now, we take walks
upon man-made salt marshes that
seem to have always existed. Most of
all, we enjoy being so close to a nature
and an ecosystem that felt foreign
before. And that we, as users of plastic,
have some how contributed.
The parks on both sides of the dike
are an interesting experience. The care
and devotion with which plastic is
managed can be seen throughout. For
instance, we came across a sign over
there, which informed us that the area
we were standing on was made of the
washing liquid bottles used in 2015
by the hotels and BnB’s of De Koog.
Remarkable!

Tourist
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HABITAT - Using the general layout and without additional intervention the salt marsh develops and acts as coastal defence and habitat.

RECREATIONAL - Higher density and perforation of the frames inbetween the creeks to encourage the formation of small land patches scattered
throughout the marsh. Additional network of paths and decks to allow access.

AQUACULTURE - Lower density of the arrangement, allowing for the formation of permanently inundated areas. Few perforations in the surrounding
frames to limit sediment access.
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Our work is comparable to the
Staatsbosbeheer. We look after the
growing landscape beyond the dyke.
We observe the developing ecosystem
and we are happy with the results. We
work in two teams, based on the area
we survey and take care of, the first is
the salt marshes and the second is the
experimental plastic gardens.
We work together with the designers
to improve and plan the design of the
plastics structures. In some cases we
remove them and return the plastic to
the factory for the production of the
revised design.
Within the dike we have several
fields where we explore two concepts.
One is about the use of decomposed
plastic for soil enrichment, the other
- about using UV-irradiated plastic as
feedstock for mushroom farming.
Here, let me give you an overview of
the fields. The mushroom tunnels are
located to the north of the machinebuilding. The fields to the south are
planted with several edible crops. The
fields to the west are planted with nonedible crops. Altogether they form the
plastic waste botanical garden.

Plastic gardener
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The Linking Node
The connection between these metabolic flows relies on the addition
of a new node. It will serve two purposes, firstly to accommodate the
translation of plastic from waste to sedimentation frame, and secondly to
embody that process.
Choosing the location has in this sense its technical and
programmatic implications. The node’s technical program is
determined by the mechanism designed for the transformation of
the plastic waste. Its location is determined by the conclusions drawn
from the sediment transport. Additionally, the choice of location is
motivated by the symbolic role that the concept envisions for the
node.
The location is chosen based on the geography of the waste and
sediment metabolisms. The sediment accretion area considered in
the proposal is quite vast. After a closer look at the area it became
evident that there are currently sedimentation fields being developed
at the northern edge. The new node will be located at the southern
end in order to allow the two areas to develop independently,
growing towards each other. The geologic machine as the linking
node between the two systems, waste and landscape, and establisher
of their new relationship should be located on their border, in such a
way that the process and its logic sequence starts in one and ends
in the other. The layout of the process and its position with respect
to the landscape serves two purposes – pragmatic and philosophic.
Pragmatic, as it allocates the individual parts of the sequence in the
landscape they belong to. Philosophic, as that reinforces the storytelling function carried by the typology. Considering the metabolic
flows of waste and landscape the suitable location for the new node
is at the Nieuweschild bay. Looking at the marine topography map
produced for the Atlas, it is evident that there is the southern edge
of the shallows.
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NODE LOCATION
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There is the starting point for the new landscape, placed at the
opposite end of the existing method for landscape development.
There it is also nearby the existing waste depot as is acts as a
branch of the waste metabolism of Texel. The choice of location is
important for the concept of the building as it carries the role to
make a statement about how plastic and machine-buildings could
fit and relate to landscapes. Eloquently suggesting the direction and
dynamics of the process and equally so the relationship between its
segments and the landscape. In time, when the new landscape has
started to form, the node and its gesture of reaching over the dyke
will act as a reminder of the starting point of the process.
The landscape around the building is considered as part of site, it is
designed extending the philosophy behind the building’s design. It
acts as an extension of the process as well. The plastic waste will be
delivered by trucks to the edge of the plastic park, where it can be
stored temporarily or loaded onto the rail carts which would lead it
directly into the machine-building. The path of entry of the plastic
waste is intended to show the permanence of material and waste
flows, which tend to escape the attention when they are transferred
by trucks. The enclosed rail serves only for the transfer of plastic
waste. Upon entry, the plastic is sorted and the unsuitable types are
expelled. Those that continue will pass through the geologic machine
and will become sediment accretion structures installed beyond the
dyke. The landscape will grow in time and will develop in three ways,
as was described in the section ‘SALT-MARSH DEVELOPMENT’. The
landscape immediately nearby the building will be made accessible
and will become the continuation of the routes conceived in the
architecture of the building and park.
The strategy and vision for the landscape within the dyke includes
the four plastic types, which are expelled by the geologic machine.
The fields around will be repurposed for experimental agriculture
and gardening, to explore the possibilities behind bio-decomposition
of plastics. The lab, which is an immediate extension of the machine,
will accommodate the research activities. It will be supported The
four routes, which are materialized by the architecture of the factory,
begin in the park. Each creating a distinct experience that culminates
in the building.
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TECHNICAL PROGRAM - MASTER PLAN
DELIVERY

STORAGE
Waste Park

CHECK
Waste Park

LOAD
Waste Park

SORT PER
TYPE

STORAGE

LAB

Machine

RECYCLING

LANDSCAPE

NUTRIENT FOR
BACTERIA/FUNGI/PLANTS

Waste Park

3D PRINT

LANDSCAPE

STRUCTURE OF LANDSCAPE
AND HABITAT

Salt Marsh
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2015
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2020

1. Delivery of plastic waste
2. Lab
3. Field station
4. Mushroom tunnels
5. Edible crops
6. Non-edible crops
7. Habitat salt marsh
8. Recreational salt marsh
9. Delivery platform
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Machine
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The connection between material and landscape, when directed by man,
happens at a specific node in the system. Such nodes are for instance
under the typology of mines and quarries. The intention behind this
project explores the reverse concept of placing material in the landscape
with the goal to structure its growth. Being inspired by the discussion
about the Anthropocene epoch, the architectural artefact that would
enable and represent this age is perceived as a geologic machine.
The gesture of returning the material to the landscape and so guiding and
constructing that landscape with care, effort and planning comparable to
those of the harvest, requires a typology of its own - a geologic machine.
That would embody its meaning to man, material and land. All this with eloquence of the forces and processes that brought its formation
comparable to the way geologic forces processes leave their mark.
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Components and Mechanism
Architecture is an information-giving device. This definition, as
a medium of communication, became evident in my reading of
Learning from Las Vegas. This quality is taken in consideration
throughout the design process for several reasons. Firstly, the
building itself emerges to materialize the connection between
two metabolic flows of Texel, resulting in the island’s landscape
growth through the employment of its plastic waste. Creating
this link was inspired by the substantial evidence that humanity’s
collective actions have the impact of a geologic force. The essay
On Architecture as a communication medium (see page) unfolds
the design decisions that took place along the selection of the
architectural language.
The building is a production facility and as such carries its inherent
values to the island and communication with the landscape through
its participation in the metabolism. The functional importance
of factories and machines in today’s age makes their aesthetics,
meaning and presence extremely relevant. For that reason this
project explores the factory as an active participant in its context,
not only in technical terms but in social as well. The essay On
Architecture and Machines (see page) unfolds the design decisions
that took place along the contemporary definition of the machine
types, with the Anthropocene epoch in mind.
The technical process described in the section “PLASTIC.” is at the
core of this architectural exploration. The sequence of machines
and the functions they perform constitute the whole. It is a linear
process that translates plastic waste to the status of salt marsh
sedimentation structures. It is a machine-building, not a factory. In
that sense it is designed to look like a large machine. The pragmatic
requirements for the design were that it accommodates comfortably
the work of machine and man. The building’s plan and position in the
landscape reveal their logical order, relationships and meaning within
the metabolic node.
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TECHNICAL PROGRAM - BUILDING
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3D PRINT CONTROL

The machine-building, as any machine, is constructed of several
logically connected parts that together perform a function, in this
case the recycling of plastic for the immediate production of salt
marsh sedimentation frames. The separate parts are defined by
the specific step of the process they serve. The physical work is
performed by the machines and the work of man is to intervene
and control at the key stages in the process. These stages are the
beginning, when the plastic waste is set on its path to the machine.
Then, once the plastic has been sorted per type, the planning made
by the waste and landscape offices would decide which type would
continue first through the recycling stage (shredding, washing
and drying). The next key stage is the choice of polymer for the
production of the sedimentation frames. Lastly, once the machine
delivers the sedimentation frames, the arrangement and installation
of the structures into the landscape beyond the dyke is realized by
man. This is seen as the gesture of constructing the Anthropocene.
While the machines realize the transformation, it is the workers at the
factory that enable it and intervene in the key stages of the process.
Each machine’s work has its spatial implications. The sequence of
spaces that correspond to their role is thus designed. The machine
acts in the service of man. As the process and this node are initiated
and determined by man, so his role is dominant in these stages of
the process. There are located the waste and landscape offices.
From the plastic’s perspective, the main process that the building
performs is characterized by three segments. These are sorting and
selecting the influx of material, recycling by shredding and washing,
and the production and outflow of salt marsh sedimentation frames.
The first segment, of influx of plastic waste, begins at the edge of
the waste park as a permanent transport route. It flows towards its
new allocation, being beyond the dyke, and upon arrival the route
evolves into a complex sequence of machines (second segment)
that perform the translation of state. The third segment elevates
the plastic even further by turning it into salt marsh frames. The
architecture of this machine-building unfolds in the logic of that
sequence.
As an information-giving device the building is designed to be selfexplanatory. The protagonist in the story told by the building is the
plastic, and so the technical process is the core of the design. The
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In the plastic waste office we oversee
the incoming plastic waste. We control
the influx of plastic and make sure
the machines run smoothly. It is a
very exciting and creative job, at the
same time we work together with the
designers and scientists to improve the
way we handle the plastic.
You could say it’s a dirty job, and you’d
be right. But it is rewarding. Our
role is crucial in the process and it is
our work together with the machines
that enables the transformation of
something worthless to something
valuable. The result of our work is that
the material flow can connect to the
landscape dynamics in a sustainable
way. We reinstate the value of plastic as
a material.

Garbage man
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OVERLAID PLAN OF MACHINE SPACES

UNFOLDED SECTION ALONG THE MACHINE ROUTE 1:400
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process is such that one may recognize a similarity with the structure
of a classical play. Essentially the plastic undergoes transformation
through three acts:
 exposition of the problem, where it is sorted and selected
 catharsis, where it is destroyed and cleansed
 resolution, where it becomes more than it was before
The design is formed with this dramatic structure in mind. The three
segments flow organically into each other and are embodied in the
same built artefact and are expressed through the same architectural
language. This is so because they serve one purpose and convey
one statement. The complexity of the architectural form stems
from the complexity of the process and statement respectively
and consequently the arrangement of space. The building as the
embodiment of the process is laid out on the landscape in a way
which facilitates each segment and represents its meaning to the
process and consequently to the landscape. The overall shape of the
building effectively represents this three act structure.
Segment 1
Each machine subjects the plastic to a specific physical
transformation. This transformation implies the application of
forces. The overall shape of the building is formulated around an
architectural interpretation of the meaning of these forces. The
permanent transport route that takes the plastic waste from the
edge of the park to the machine symbolizes humanity’s perpetual
movement of material and the lasting mark it leaves on the land.
As the route approaches the border between the two metabolic
flows (the dike), the machine building emerges to accommodate
it. Further on, to enhance the gesture of crossing the border the
line of movement turns perpendicular to the dike. Functionally,
the first segment sorts the plastic per type and sets each type on
its designed route. Following the strategy and master plan, some
types will continue and be recycled for the production of the
sedimentation frames, while others will be ‘rejected’ by the machinebuilding and will be diverted towards the experimental fields.
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This is the point of entry for all the entities the machine-building

is designed to accommodate, namely the plastic, the workers and
the public. Each approaches the building from their own direction.
Each route is designed to represent their role and perspective on
the process. The parts of the building that serve each emerge upon
the arrival of the plastic, which is the protagonist of the story. To
symbolize the impact that the movement of materials has on the
landscape, the ditch that serves the dike is bent in the direction of
the process.
Segment 2
The ditch is the first border that the building needs to overcome.
Similarly, the recycling segment is the condition the plastic needs
to fulfil in order to arrive to the production segment. The plan is
designed on one hand to accommodate the relationship between
man and machine in all the steps of the process. On the other hand,
it defines that relationship. In some steps, the work of the machine
is dominant. These spaces are designed for the operation of the
specific machine that belongs there. The dominance of the role of
the machine in these parts of the process can be traced in the plan.
The presence of man in these spaces is intended to involve activities
such as regular checks, operation and maintenance. The spaces
that correspond to this category are those along the recycling
strip – Segment 2. As the plan shows, this segment is the most
compactly organized one. The relationship between the steps of this
process and Texel’s landscape either through the other 2 segments.
However, they are the condition under which plastic can cross the
border between the island and the sea. That is visible in the way the
process is laid out on the landscape. The second segment essentially
is a bridge that crosses the ditch that serves the dike. This layout
embodies the first step of crossing the border between the land and
the sea and connecting the metabolism of materials and landscape.
The strict logic of interaction between the machines in that segment
determines the route that the plastic needs to take in order to be
elevated from the state of waste to the state of material. The logical
sequence of steps is traced in the section taken along the machine
route, as each step is served by one machine and it communicates
and connects with two, the preceding and the following. In
pragmatic terms, their arrangement in the vertical plane is designed
to accommodate their interaction in a functionally sound manner.
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Further on, the building is intended as both the enabler and symbol
of that process. The effect of that double role may also be traced in
the machine route section, as the spatial sequence follows closely
that of the machines. The shape of the total segment relates to
the intensity of transformation it accommodates, resulting in the
crunched wave seen in the section.
Segment 3
Between the recycling and production stages lays the landscape
office. The work done there is concerned with the development of
the salt marshes. The proposal envisions the ongoing development of
the design of the landscape and sedimentation structures. This is in
correspondence to the ongoing development and growth of the salt
marsh landscape.
A graphic example is the link between the recycling and production
segments. It accommodates the mechanical storage of the extruded
plastic filament. The extrusion marks the point in which the building
separates from the ground and leaps over the dyke. It symbolizes
the transformation that the material has undergone and the fact
that it no longer belongs to the waste metabolism. It leaps over the
dyke to become the guiding structure of the landscape metabolism.
Historically, the dyke was built as the border between land and sea,
and with its construction seized the natural formation of salt marshes
along Texel’s Wadden coast. In light of the arguments presented in
the chapter ‘Mechanism’, the building acts as a node that connects
the waste and landscape metabolism. Thus, this leap of the building
directly embodies the idea of crossing that border and setting up a
new relationship between the island and its eastern shore. The effect
is that Texel’s landscape becomes once again dynamic, a state that is
fundamentally characteristic of the Wadden archipelago.
This segment culminates with a delivery platform soaring above
the sea. From there the products of the factory are lowered to the
landscape along the columns the building leans on. These inclined
columns have an additional function, which addresses the longterm ambition of this new metabolic interaction. Ultimately, they
are intended to act as markers of the growth of the landscape.
Similarly, the building will remain as a marker of the starting point of
the salt-marsh development. With the growth of the landscape the
relationship of this part of the building with it will change.
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SEGMENT 1
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SEGMENT 2

ROOF PLAN 1:500

SEGMENT 3
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MACHINE ROUTE SEQUENCE

2 - SORTING

120

3 - SHREDDING

7 - STORAGE

8 - DELIVERY
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EXTRUDING - As plastic is shaped for the 3D printer, the visitor is
guide by a skylight stripe.

3D PRINTER SOTRAGE - As the visitors move up, their path is dynamically illuminated through by the storage space above.

STORAGE - When the process is complete, the communication
devices become literal and the visitor is allowed a peak inside the
storage space.

DELIVERY - The route ends with an observation deck, just below the
delivery deck. This is the second resting spot.

SECTION ALONG NORTHERN ROUTE
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SORTING - As the plastic waste enters the machine-building, it is
sorted. The wall opposite of the sorting machine concentrates the
arythmic sounds produced by its work.

SHREDDING - As the visitors descends with the process their path is
fragmented by light stripes.

WASHING - Ahe wall opposite of the washing machine concentrates
the sound and rhythm produced by its work.

DRYING - The wall opposite of the drying machine concentrates the
sound and rhythm produced by its work.

NORTHERN ROUTE SEQUENCE

1 - ENTRY

2 - SORTING/RESTING AREA

5 - EXTRUSION

6 - 3D PRINT
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3 - SHREDDING

4 - DRYING

7 - STORAGE

8 - DELIVERY
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Public
Because of its functional value and thus importance to the society
the factory is a typology is explored and developed as a part of
the public space. In order to ensure the smooth functioning of the
technical stream, the routes of public access are separated from it,
nevertheless that run along the process. The building as an artefact
is designed in a way that communicates the meaning of its function.
Further on, there are two routes that start in the waste park and pass
through the building that guide the visitors and translate the gesture
that the machine enacts into a spatial and didactic experience
respectively.
The plan is designed in a way that allows the core of the building to
function undisturbed by the visitors, yet, through the architecture
it speaks to them. These routes are grounded on the story line of
the process. Yet, each fulfils its duty by different means and for
a different timeframe. This is because each explores a different
perspective on the process.
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The northern route translates the process into a spatial experience
that will remain legible in the tectonic form long after the machine
has seized to operate. It speaks of the work of the machine-building
as a whole without directly displaying its technical parts. The
unfolding of the route follows the process and the sequence of
spaces is characterized by the conditions of the process. From the
perspective of this route there is no distinction between work of
man and machine in the first two segments. They are differentiated
in the third segment, in order to reinforce the message about the
direction and destination of the plastic. Space as defined by the
movement through it is the medium employed in clarifying the
process as a whole. Each segment and technical step is distinguished
by specific introduction of light or direction of sound produced
by the machines. The process as a whole is also translated into a
tactile experience engraved in one of the walls that guide that route.
The choice of designing a route that translates the process into a
universal language is motivated in the broad time frame which it
addresses. It is about the gesture of constructing a landscape with
the use of plastic and thus defining an alternative for its presence in
the geological layer corresponding to the epoch of man. This would
remain embedded in the geologic history of earth. Creating that

route serves as the message that can be legible far in the future,
when that geologic layer has become a fact.
The southern route uses more direct architectural devices to convey
the process. Its audience is contemporary thus its methods are
chosen appropriately. It allows direct viewing of the process and its
progress. Further on, it makes visible the relationship between man
and machine within and along the process. Verbal description and
definition of the process is necessary along this route in order to
clarify and make comprehensible the sequence of observations that
define it.
The plan distinguishes the three segments by the relationships of the
visitor routes and the core. Both are considered as external spaces,
thus their points of entrance and exit are not formalized by a barrier,
such as a door for instance. They are intended as an extension of the
public space the machine-building resides in.
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SOUTHER ROUTE SEQUENCE

2 - SORTING
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3 - SHREDDING

7 - STORAGE

8 - DELIVERY
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SOUTHERN ELEVATION 1:400

NORTHERN ELEVATION 1:400
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Casting a statement
The structural realization of the building has strong grounds in its
role of a machine and a story-telling device. It is supported by in-situ
cast massive bearing walls. Their form is dictated by their service
not only to the structure but to the architecture as a cultural artefact
as well. The wall is chosen as the basic element of the structure for
two reasons. In semantic terms it acts as a border, it marks the clear
distinction between the entities and the routes. Yet, it leads and
serves each route along its path through the process. In the case of
the machines, for instance, the wall provides additional services such
as power, water and cooling. The walls span along the process that
the building embodies and firmly follow it. So much so that their
structural role and relation to the ground adapts to the relation the
process has with the landscape. Starting as foundation walls, acting
as beams upon crossing the ditch, then becoming bearing walls
until ultimately become beams in order to bring the process to its
destination – beyond the dyke.
The bearing wall that leads the workers route provides it with
daylight and natural ventilation. The wall that leads the route that
translates the process into a spatial experience introduces light
and captures sound and thus contribute to the formulation of that
experience. This route is also served by the back of the wall of the
machines, which translates the process into a tactile experience, by
providing a resting space and a continuous railing, which follows the
movement of the plastic on the other side. Lastly, the wall that leads
the didactic route, guide the movement along the process, whilst
allowing one to constantly keep notion of the relationship between
the process and the landscape.
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The building technique was chosen early in the design process. This
choice of concrete is motivated in several aspects. Pragmatically, it is
versatile and can be moulded into a myriad of shapes, provided the
structural requirements are met. But the more important reasons lie
in the fact that it is man-made sedimentary rock. In that sense the
act of mixing and casting concrete resulting in architectonic rock
formations that could potentially last for centuries offers the same
feel that the creation of plastic does. Even though it is not nearly as
new as plastic is, it touches upon the same ambition of humanity,
namely the formation of materials. Further on, the building has

stands to symbolize the process that took place extending beyond
its operational life and concrete’s durability could provide for that.
Pouring concrete is done in stages, as the building is seen as a node
that emerges to connect the two metabolic flows, thus the building
would grow. Further on, similar to the salt marsh landscape that the
building would eventually contribute, it would carry the marks of that
growth.
The impression given by in-situ cast concrete is strongly dependent
on the texture it has acquired from the formworks. Consequently, the
resulting texture is an active contributor to the spatial experience
of the tectonic form. The contradiction between the temporality of
wood and the longevity of concrete is in the fact that the weaker
forms the stronger. Further on, through that contradiction the wood
in fact leaves a mark of its presence and thus achieves, although in
some sense the longevity of concrete. In this paradox lies the choice
of wood formworks for the parts of the machine-building that are
dominated by the presence of man. The building enables a process
that could last longer than the human life span and further on is itself
an entity that could last as long. Thus the mark of temporariness
that the wood formwork leaves is a foil to the temporariness in the
presence of man in the history of earth. This reference is valuable
for that it offers another facet to the concept of the Anthropocene
epoch.
The parts of the building dominated by the work of the machines
on the other hand have a different background. They are cast in
smooth formworks giving the feel of a monolith. As the process is
seen as one whole, those parts are cast as one smooth monolith that
crystallized to accommodate and embody the process occurring at
its core.
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WESTERN ELEVATION 1:400
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EASTERN ELEVATION 1:400
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ACROSS RECYCLING SEGMENT 1:65
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DETAIL - A 1:10
-ﬁnishing roof slab, pre-cast, 10cm, smooth ﬁnish, 3%
inclination
-waterprooﬁng
-thermal insulation, 7cm
-protective sheet
-structural roof slab, pre-cast, 15cm, smooth inner ﬁnish

hidden gutter, tin
double-glazed
outer glass with UV ﬁlter

-reinforced concrete wall, 20cm, in-situ
-thermal insulation, 5cm
-waterprooﬁng
-outer skin, in-situ, 5cm

ﬂush alluminum frame
double-glazed
outer glass with UV ﬁlter
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ACROSS RECYCLING SEGMENT 1:65
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ACROSS PRODUCTION SEGMENT 1:65
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On Architecture and Machines
The machine has been our greatest ally in dealing with material and landscape.
We have reached the status of a geologic force precisely through technology and
that is graphically represented in the scale of our extraction of materials from
the landscape. Even more so, when we subject these materials to conditions,
processes and energy comparable to those that took place in the course of
millions of years to form those same materials we extract today. For each type of
material handling a tectonic sub-type has been developed based on the process,
namely the oil rig, the refinery, the factory, etc. What they all share is that in
essence they are machines.

Exploring the typological category to which the architecture of
the new node would belong informed the theoretical frame of the
design quest. In particular, Gillian Darley’s book ‘Factory’ provided
the foundation for this research. It is a comprehensive review of the
typology that examines the historic development of the factory and
its social and architectonic implications.
For the purposes of the development of the proposal the book
was examined with focus on the development of the image of the
factory. At architectural scale, the node’s program categorizes it as
a factory, because its practical function is fulfilled by a sequence of
machines that take a certain material and transform it to a finalized
product. In order to develop a relevant and contemporary position
on the relationship between architecture and technology, machines
in particular, I looked back at the starting point of the acceleration of
progress that continues to define it nowadays.
The rise of the machine age triggered an unprecedented technologic
development that defined the first Industrial Revolution. In terms of
architecture, the invention of the water stream powered spinning
wheel1 brought forth the formulation of the typology of the factory.
1
A machine for weaving cotton with the use of the energy of water streams. It
was invented in England in 1771 by Sir Richard Arkwright.
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“The man who builds a factory builds a temple, and the
man who works there worships there, and to each is due,
not scorn and blame, but reverence and praise.”
th

Calvin Coolidge, 30 President of USA
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The invention of the steam engine, originally to pump water out
of coal mines was another disruptive innovation that imminently
enriched the typology of industrial buildings. Until the invention of
the steam engine, technology employed human and animal energy.
The new source of power accelerated technologic development and
led to the invention of new production processes, machines and
facilities. The focus of this investigation is on the spatial and cultural
implications of the presence and development of machines and
industrial buildings.
From my point of view, the architectonic type of the factory is
among the spaces that emerged to accommodate the relationship
between man and technology. The rise of the machine age had its
implications on the socio-cultural order and in the distribution of
labour, because it allowed humanity to extract and employ materials
and landscapes at a larger scale. In a cultural sense, the increasing
presence of factories in the landscape and the progress they
represented reflected in art. As Darley asserts, factories provided
both positive and negative images to painters and poets. Further on,
they were the image of modernity and progress and their increasing
presence in countryside landscapes inspired awe. In some cases this
awe was accompanied by fear of job losses or of pollution of the
pristine nature. In others, it presented sheer amazement at the new
technologic power of humanity. The image of factories and machines
in the time of the first industrial revolution has been preserved in the
work of some of the most prominent painters, writers and poets of
the time. In terms of architectural language, Darley points out that
the first factories were designed mimicking Victorian palaces and
public buildings. From her point of view, this was done in order to
dress the new and unfamiliar in a language which is recognizable and
thus attempting to achieve some degree of continuity in architectural
terms. (Darley, 2003)
The machine’s value is revealed through use. Technologic
development and progress continued in a stable manner until
another disruption came about. This disruption was referred to earlier
as one of the most prominent proposals for the starting date of the
Anthropocene era- harnessing atomic power. That in combination
with the progress of polymer science caused another boost in the
rate of technologic development. Those were accompanied by the
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improved communication networks. With the new energy source and
the availability of affordable materials, technology developed, but
more importantly became more accessible to civilians. This in turn
defined a new relationship between man and technology.
That high rate of development and growth of the cities and the
machines that serve them are preserved in the work of Neo-futurists
such as Archigram. Concepts such as the Walking city and the
Instant city and more importantly their architectural language seem
like an outdated image of the place of the machine. In my opinion,
their visions of machine architecture are rooted in the sudden
increase of rate in technologic developments that the years after the
WW II witnessed. If one were to follow a similar model of envisioning
the future presence of machines in architecture, In attempting to
envision the physical presence of the machine in the future At that
rate of development of the machine at those times, it is only natural
that the visions for the future of cities and landscape included ever
bigger and more imposing machines.
Machines are designed for efficiency and are defined by constant
motion. The ideals of efficiency that stem from the utilitarian nature
of technology are in my view in contrast with architecture. As
much as it is dependent on technology for its realization, I believe
architecture is more of a cultural endeavour than a purely utilitarian
one. Further on, the meaning of machines is found in their function,
architecture on the other hand carries meaning beyond its function.
One of the reasons for that is that it can be conceived of as a
communication medium. In my reading of the introductory essay of
Pamphlet Architecture 12, it becomes evident that an architecture
that draws its origins from a machine needs to contain a specific
definition of the relationship between man and machine. Further
on, that relationship, from my point of view should transcend the
limitations of utilitarianism and engage in the creation of meaning.
(McCarter, 1987)
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Originating at the function, the node that connects the two
metabolic flows would belong to the typological category of
machine-buildings. As is true for machines, are more often
categorized and named after the type of work they do. The subtype,
to which the node would belong, would thus be the geologic
machine. The definition of that character in the case of Texel’s

“The interesting thing is not primarily that it perpetuates
itself through use, restoring its identity from one
productive cycle to another and thus determining a certain
temporality; but that it is a trap, an apparatus that lets
us overturn relations of force. The machine is then neither
an instrument nor a weapon, but an artifice, which is
and which is not coupled with nature: it is so coupled in
that it does not work without capturing and exploiting
natural forces; it is not so coupled in that it plays a trick
on these forces, being itself less strong than they are, and
making real this monstrosity: that the less strong should
be stronger than what is stronger. ”
Franz Reuleaux, Kinematics. Fundamental
Principles of a General Theory of Machines, 1875
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metabolic machine would be derived from the original intention that
brought forth the necessity of the machine. The man has the vision
the machine does the work. The man, initiates the process, checks
progress and outcome, plans ahead, designs the product and builds
the landscape with it. The machine is in service of man, it transports,
sorts, shreds, washes, dries, extrudes and produces man’s design and
intentions.
As far as the typology of machine-buildings and factories is
concerned, the project is seen as an exploration of a possible future
of machine buildings that would make them part of the public space.
The process proposed in the concept is such that it defines very
specifically the purpose and the nature of the product. The product
is intended not for consumer use but for a permanent placement
within the tidal flats landscape of Texel. With this addition the
building is then building is closer to being the opposite of a mine.
This is to mean that its raw material originates from use and
consumption and is then transformed by the mechanic process of
the machine in order to be embedded into the landscape. Rather
than being extracted from the landscape in order to be transformed
to be fit for use. This draws another parallel with the idea of the
Anthropocene epoch, where the raw material is sourced from human
use – waste. Secondly, the final product of the machine is conceived
not to be the plastic structures that it manufactures but rather
the salt marsh landscape, which is formed and grows under their
catalytic effect.
If it can be considered that the type of machine-building that this
project has arrived to is defined by the final result of its operation
then in a broad sense it should be categorized as a geologic
machine. However, if the machine sub-type is to be defined based
on the process in which it functions, then the definition would be of
a metabolic machine. Referring to the concept’s origins the machine
essentially produces the geologic layer of the Anthropocene epoch.
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The gesture of returning material to the landscape and so guiding
and constructing that landscape with care, effort and planning
comparable to those of the extraction, suggests a machine subtype of its own. There are two technologic artefact groups that are
relevant in understanding the typological category to which the

building would belong, namely machines and industrial buildings.
Those are virtually inseparable, as they functionally depend on and
extend each other.
Functionally, the role of the node in the material metabolism of
Texel would define it as a machine, because by definition it employs
mechanical power to produce goods at a large scale. Yet, originating
in its programmatic relationship to the landscape, this factory is
closer to the type of oil rigs. Those can be defined as large machines
that function within a specific location and are bound by the local
landscape and flow of material. This brings forth an idea about
contextualisation of machines. Essentially the process this machine
would serve is grounded at the scale of the island’s metabolism. In
that sense the node cannot be defined as a factory, but rather as a
machine-building. From my point of view, the machine-building as
an architectural type may be seen as an indicator of the changing
relationship between man and the machine.
The history of the factory as a typology and as machine architecture
draws the attention to two implications, on one hand, about the
relationship between man and technology, on the other about that
of nature and technology. If one were to derive a vision of the future
of machine architecture from the relationship between man and
technology today, then one of the most relevant places to look would
be the role of machines in the course of daily life. Nowadays, these
technologic artefacts are integrated have become an extension to
us and in come cases literally a part of us. The machine is present in
every aspect of the western lifestyle. They are more than ever but
better integrated than ever.
To bring these considerations of the metabolic machine to
architectural terms, one could suppose that the presence of
machine-buildings should naturally follow a similar pattern as that
of machine-objects. Thus machine-buildings, being machines’
larger counterparts will be increasingly better immersed in the
landscape. Their relationship will be increasingly better integrated
with the natural systems and processes and in fact an extension
of those. This is ultimately the foundation of the design of Texel’s
landscape-constructing machine. Also when they are integrated and
fit organically and in terms of production the improvement of the
processes and their decreasing impact or harm would render them
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more welcome in the living, natural or urban environment. Expanding
on the romantics’ appreciation of factories, it is interesting to
explore the machine buildings of the future as a seamless part of
the public domain. It is perhaps also important to do so because of
the undeniable value of these artefacts to the society. Therefore, it
seems intuitive to incorporate that role in the image of the machinebuildings of the future.
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René Magritte, The Treachery of Images (Ceci n’est pas une pipe), 1929

On Architecture as a Communication medium
Geologic forces leave eloquent marks on the landscape, practically
they define it. For the learned the processes and forces at play are
clearly legible. The node emerges to accommodate the mechanism
that connects the two metabolic flows. Being an artefact of the
Anthropocene and the node thus is bound to embody the process
and its place in the landscape in an eloquent manner.
The project is conceived as a response to the proposed
Anthropocene era. Functionally, the response is formulated as a new
relationship between Texel’s plastic waste flow and its Wadden shore.
The concept was inspired by the geologic force status of mankind
and the goal was to design that new relationship, the mechanism
and machine that would materialize it. The typology of the geologic
machine, being defined by this function and role in the landscape
carries also the responsibility to represent the values and ideas from
which it emerged. In architectural sense, then the design principles
of the language of the building are inspired by the eloquence of
geology in terms of landscape and material formation.
As a manifesto of man’s status of a geologic force, the geologic
machine inherently carries a statement. A statement formulated in 3
layers:
The geologic machine performs a process; it translates a specific
branch of the island’s material flow into a specific landscape.
That process is strictly related to the landscape and that relationship
is transformed along the translation.
The machine is built up of several consequent parts, logically
structuring the work of man (conceptual) and machine (physical).
The task for the architecture of the machine-building is to thus
clearly articulate the logical sequence and spatial relationship of
the individual steps of the process. The machine manifests itself in
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service to man. Man creates and acknowledges the purpose of the
machine. Both they generate new relationships and possibilities in
the relationship between material and landscape.
Architecture and the language of statement is a theme explored
by Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown in Learning from Las
Vegas. There they investigated in detail the theoretical and practical
relationship between architecture and statement and the way it has
evolved with the cultural shifts and their implications on the built
environment. Through looking into their theory and attempting
to give it a concrete framework with relation to the statement it
became evident that the statement’s character has implications on
the language and vocabulary and vice versa.
The building as a facility emerges in response to the concept of
extending the material metabolism of the island onto the salt
marsh metabolism. At its core it is a machine, as became evident
in the elaboration of the typological exploration. The ambition set
forth for the design requires the investigation of architecture as an
‘information-giving device,’ as Venturi would have it. Further on,
that information-giving quality should work with that statement.
To put that in specific terms with regards to the project at hand,
the statement is conveyed at two scales, of the landscape and
of the machine. The purpose of the building is to induce the
generation of a new landscape beyond Texel’s dyke. This process
is envisioned to last in the long-term future. Further on, its effect
will essentially result in the formulation of the geologic layer of the
Anthropocene. The statement is thus universal and the purpose
looks beyond the present, to a future of the planet conceivable by
the science of geology, then the architectural language that conveys
that information should be adequate. And in a way to speak and
convey information as geologic formations do - about the forces,
directions, interactions, and consequent inhabitation that formed and
transformed the land. With this notion in mind the design tells the
story from the point of view of the material and the transformation
it undergoes. These can be observed and acknowledged long after
the processes have seized to occur as they are embedded in the
tectonic form. The project conceives a new role of the productive
buildings in the built environment, making them an integrated actor.
Thus, the technical process is paralleled by two routes, along one the
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information conveyed by the spatial experience and along the other
by the direct visibility of the process.
On the other hand, the building is very strongly linked to the present.
The statement is firstly oriented to Texel’s current landscape and
population thus the second route which explores and displays the
work of the machines and man and offers live feed on the process
and progress. This route is much less about the process translated
into spatial experience and much more about the information and
the actual fact translated into a didactic experience. Learning from
Las Vegas explores also the example of the Egyptian pyramids.
They are archaic for architecture today, but have nonetheless been
historically established through their monumentality. It is most
impressive about these ancient structures as information carriers
that their message is still understandable nowadays, albeit mostly
to the learned. The reason for their location and the function they
accommodate has been scientifically deduced and uncovered.
(Venturi & Brown, 1972)
It has evocative and contextual narrative. It not only fulfils its
purpose but manifests and embodies its placement in the context,
both conceptually and geographically. Its aesthetic values lie in its
machine appearance and its organic integration with man and nature.
As a manifesto of man’s status of a geologic force, the geologic
machine has a language that represents that. The geologic machine
would establish a new relationship between geology and technology.
And thus it calls for a specific relationship between the landscape
and the architecture that would represent and accommodate it. But
more importantly that would embody its meaning to man, material
and land. All this with the same degree of eloquence of the message
as the geological processes convey – as a mark on the landscape. A
mark which graphically represents the forces applied, the outcomes
that result and the layers of growth.
In terms of how architecture carries and conveys that information
Venturi and Scott Brown in Learning from Las Vegas present the
theory of the Duck and the Decorated Shed.1 The introductive
definition that they offer of each is as follows (Venturi & Brown,
1972):
1

The building defined as a symbol or the building defined by a symbol.
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Robert Venturi, Illustration of the Duck and the Decorated Shed, 1972

“Where the architectural systems of space, structure and program
are submerged and distorted by an overall symbolic form. This kind
of building-becoming-sculpture we call the duck in honour of the
duck-shaped drive-in, “The Long Island Duckling,”…

Where systems of space and structure are directly at the service of
the program, and ornament is applied independently of them. This
we call the decorated shed.”
With these definitions in mind, it has to be asserted that the
design that has resulted in the process can be considered as both
and neither. Based on the way the architecture is designed to
accommodate the process, the likely categorization is that it is a
decorated shed, however this would be wrong as no additional
ornament was applied, and in fact the building in its form is the
ornament. That brings it closer to the definition of a duck, yet the
form, space and structure are directly in service of the program. This
contradiction is caused by the fact that the program of the building
includes both its practical and representational function.
The book implies an opposition between the two categories. Upon
my first encounter with the theory of the duck and the shed, I asked
myself what I believe to be an imminent question when one faces
two extremes. That question is what lies in between? Is it really
possible that a building is either a Duck or a Shed? In search to
respond to that question I produced a scheme that explores the gap
in between.
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GRADIENT FROM MACHINE DUCK TO MACHINE DECO SHED

SEVERAL BUILDINGS

Machine sequence

Machine Duck

Machine ducklings

Intertwining flows

Flow Duck

Flow ducklings

Intertwining flows

Flow Deco Shed

Transformation

Structure Deco Shed

Structure deco sheds

Machine sequence

Symbol Deco Shed

Symbol deco sheds

Verbal Deco Shed

Verbal deco sheds

Machine sequence
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sort shred wash

product

SINGLE BUILDING

waste

ARTICULATION OF THE FLOW

OR

Flow deco sheds

The technical process is at the core of the meaning and information
that the building conveys, however the machines involved and
the process itself cannot be considered common knowledge. The
nature of the message defined this way would imply the use of
indirect language (metaphor or abstraction) in order to render the
information accessible to the general public. Thus, I have sought to
identify one or more architectural mediums translate it.
Language, including architectural, is essentially built by vocabulary.
Due to its complexity architecture thus has a rich vocabulary. Each
category addresses functionally accommodate and serve the same
programme. As it was clarified earlier, the buildings programme is
not limited to its functional value, the representational, or informative
value is just as crucial within the devised conceptual framework. The
scheme is conceived based on the selection of vocabulary, starting
from one literal definition – the object (the machines that form
the process) and ending at another form of literal definition – the
orthonym (the correct name of the object). In that sense the Machine
Duck would signify an architecture that is stating the process it
accommodates by distinctly representing each machine or activity
which occurs along the logical sequence of the building. The Verbal
Deco Shed would do so by literal signs that identify each machine or
activity which occurs along the logical sequence of the building.
The intermediate categories rely on devices such as metaphor and
abstraction, addressing the sequence as a whole – the flow. The
Flow Duck would do that by form that suggests the process and its
dynamics. The Flow Deco Shed would do so by a facade ornamented
in a manner which follows through the process and its dynamics.
The Structure Deco Shed would be a further abstraction, and would
do so by a façade structure that suggests about the transformation
which happens along the process. And finally, the Symbol Deco Shed
would resort the graphic abstraction as the device of ornamentation
of the façade. Each option was designed in the simplest conceivable
manner, in order to formulate a fair ground for comparison. Until the
statement carried by the building became clear all 6 seemed suitable
solutions to problem at hand.
These options were explored at the beginning of the design process.
As the concept took shape, it became evident that the suitable
starting point would be the Flow Duck. This investigation was
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also helpful in the clearer formulation of the statement, as it was a
simultaneous exploration of statement and language because each
language frame worked better for a specific aspect of the overall
message. I analysed the 6 options and their suitability with regards
to the pragmatic and philosophic considerations required by the
concept. Looking into the statement outlined above, in terms of
representing the process – each could satisfy its requirements. The
technical process, being the mechanism of transformation of plastic
waste into salt marsh is the first layer of the statement.
However, at the second layer of the statement, namely the relation
of the process with the landscape, some of the options failed to
convey the message due to their inherent limitations. Further on, the
reference to the Anthropocene motivated the decision to convey
the statement in a manner that could be decoded centuries after the
factory has seized to operate. In this way, formal expression of the
building would need to be in a language that could carry this layer,
ruling out the Flow Deco Shed and Structure Deco Shed.
The contemporary story telling route will be based on the language
contemporary today. Allowing a detailed insight in the process and
the literal visibility of the process and its progress.
The level of ambition and timeframe of the metabolic process as a
mechanism for the formation landscape and man’s geologic layer
suggested that the suitable language of architectural expression
should not be limited by modesty, as is in the cases of the Decorated
Sheds gradient. The choice of the Flow Duck as the starting point is
also motivated in that it seemed to represent a more interesting and
challenging path for architectural exploration.
The building as an artefact emerges to catalyse a very specific
process and relationship, a process that is seen to continue in
the future and a relationship that lends a new meaning to the
Anthropocene epoch. Conceiving a building that is to represent that
process and relationship in an adequate timeframe would require
it to be independent from external signage. Instead, the symbolic
meaning should be legible in the tectonic form, also because the
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building is intended for one specific activity and once its practical
function is complete, what would remain is its representative
function.
To conclude, the Flow Duck was a starting point, however the
building that results is in fact a pure duck, following the definition
that in that category the building is the symbol. Further on, it is
designed to look like what it is, a landscape machine. Lastly, when
the scheme of the gradient between the duck and the shed was
designed, the message that the architecture, as an informationgiving device, would carry developed through the formulation and
analysis of that scheme. As becomes evident in Learning from Las
Vegas, neither the Duck nor the Decorated Shed is an endearing
categorization. Neither is intended as a judgement for that matter.
My understanding of the theory as such is that architecture is a
medium of communication. The implications of that quality should
thus be taken in consideration in the design process. The project
represents a proposal and exploration on the meaning that can be
conveyed by technical buildings and consequently on the language,
which could achieve that.
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Data Sources
The numberical data about the production of Waste on Texel was acquired
from the HVC office in Oudeschild.
Statistical data about the production of Waste on Texel and in the
Netherlands was acquired through the CBS website.
Sedimentation data about the Wadden Sea was combined from the reports
and articles listed in the bibliography.
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Image Credits
20 & 142 - photographs by the author of the present report
20 - Left: Flora and Fauna, retrieved from: http://holykaw.alltop.com/wpcontent/uploads/2011/05/25646223-media_httpwwwfuturity_hiBDc.jpg
21 - Left: Oil rig platform, retrieved from http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/
sto/multimedia/dynamic/00361/STB040601PIC_361054k.jpg; Right: Edward
Burtynsky, Oil pipeline
24 - Left: Edward Burtynsky, Oil refinery; Right: Coloured plastic
buds, retrived from: http://www.cnhanyun.com/uploadfiles/
upLoadImages/201471111051.jpg
25 - Left: Toy factory in China, retrieved from: http://www.thehindu.com/
multimedia/dynamic/01594/24isbs-moneymat_24_1594823g.jpg; Right:
Container ship at sea, retrieved from: http://athenacinema.com/wp-content/
uploads/2014/01/forg136106.jpg
27 - Left: Toy store, retrieved from: http://dailynorthshore.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/07/toys-70.jpg, Right: HVC Alkmaar Waste Incineration
Plant, retrieved from: http://static-webregio.nl//content/images/lar
ge/12643018_634963506910099013.jpg
72, 88, 89, 90, 94 & 95 - Based on Google Earth satellite images: Texel,
10/1/2013
- base image from google earth
152 - René Magritte, The treachery of images (Ceci ne pas une pipe), 1929
156 - Robert Venturi, Illustration of the Duck and Decorated Shed, 1972

The rest of the images were produced as part of the project.
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